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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is concerned with random coil and rodlike polymer diffusion in complex
solutions. The development of fluorescence photobleaching recovery, FPR, as a technique to
determine polymer molecular weight distributions by measuring the diffusion distribution and
converting it to a molecular weight distribution using a calibration curve is first covered.
Fluorescently tagged probes were individually dissolved in polymer solutions at negligible
amounts and measured with FPR to construct the calibration curve of self-diffusion vs. molecular
weight. Once calibration curves were constructed, bimodal distributions were separated using
the matrices corresponding to the calibration curves. The diffusion of the probes and separation
results are explained in terms of the matrix solution properties. Separation of a dextran bimodal
distribution was unsuccessful, a pullulan bimodal separation succeeded, and the simulations
indicate the method is feasible to measure molecular weight distributions. With more studies,
detecting polymer molecular weight distributions with FPR can become a quick screening
method as shown by this preliminary study.
The second study looks at the dynamics of a rodlike polymer in solution as it crosses
from an isotropic to liquid crystal phase. Three different lengths of poly(γ-benzyl-α,Lglutamate) were fluorescently labeled and dissolved in unlabeled PBLG solutions spanning
concentrations from a semidilute isotropic to concentrated liquid crystal solution. The diffusion
of the solutions was measured using FPR. PBLG with molecular weights of 134500 and 232000
g mol-1 show an increase in diffusion as the lyotropic regime is entered while 24600 g mol-1
sample does not. Factors affecting the discrepancy of PBLG-24600 might be a different
lyotropic morphology or an absence of a transition zone from isotropic to liquid crystal phase.

xii

CHAPTER 1: DIFFUSION OF POLYMERS
1.1 Historical Background of Diffusion
This section outlines the historical landmarks defining the concept of diffusion and
important resulting consequences following Gijsje Koenderinck’s dissertation published at the
Universiteit Utrecht.1 Robert Brown (1773-1858), a Scottish botanist, while studying
fertilization of flowering plants in 1827 first described the random motion of pollen particles
floating on water. Following this observation and many experiments on organic and mineral
samples, Brown confirmed that particles, when sufficiently small, spontaneously move when
suspended in a fluid. Two years later, Brown emphasized that the random motion is different
from the voluntary motion of living microorganisms but was unable to give a satisfactory
explanation. For years after Brown published his findings, several scientists still attributed the
motion to external forces such as air currents, mechanical vibrations, surface tension, electrical
or magnetic forces, or convections in the fluid by minute temperature fluctuations.
James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) and Ludwig Boltzmann (1844-1906) individually
proposed what is now known as the kinetic theory of gases in 1866. The theory explains that the
properties of a gas result from thermal motions of constituent molecules. The ideas Maxwell and
Boltzmann proposed met with severe opposition stemming from the belief that molecules and
atoms were convenient fictions, and it was unnecessary to base physical laws and theories of
matter on a molecular model. In 1863, Christian Wiener (1826-1896), a German mathematician,
for the first time argued that Brownian motion of visible particles in fluids is a consequence of
the thermal motion of the invisible fluid molecules. Belgian Jesuits Carbonelle (1874), Delsaux
(1877), and Thirion (1877) connected Brownian motion to the kinetic theory of gases. Léon
Gouy in 1888 and William Ramsey in 1892 argued Brownian motion reflects internal agitation
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of the fluid and believed individual molecules could not set a heavier particle in motion. They
surmised a large number of molecules must strike a particle at the same moment and from the
same direction to propel it. The overall summation of the work just outlined from 1827 to 1892
leads to the conclusion that fluctuations in fluids are the accumulation of an enormous number of
molecular collisions causing a randomly fluctuating force on the particle, which sets it on an
irregular trajectory otherwise known as a random walk.
Albert Einstein (1879-1955) presented the first mathematical analysis of Brownian
motion in his doctoral dissertation in 1905. In the thesis, he established the reality of molecules
and validated the probabilistic, statistical, and mechanical theories of matter from Maxwell,
Boltzmann, and Gibbs (1878). He also recognized Brownian motion as concrete evidence of the
unceasing fluctuations of fluid molecules. Einstein’s first contribution to the theory of Brownian
motion is an expression for the time-dependence of displacement of a Brownian particle through
a fluid medium, Equation 1.1
r
r 2
r (t ) − r (0) = 6 D0t t

1.1

r
r 2
where r (t ) − r (0) is the mean-square average displacement, t is the time for displacement,

and D0t is the “Stokes-Einstein” translational diffusion coefficient, which is a measure of the
number of particles diffusing across a unit of area in a unit of time when the concentration
gradient is unity. The second contribution Einstein made to the theory of Brownian motion is the
now famous expression for the “Stokes-Einstein” translational diffusion coefficient for a
spherical particle in terms of physical quantities, Equation 1.2.
D0t =

k BT
6πη 0 R

1.2
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where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, η0 is the solvent
viscosity, R the radius of the molecule, and 6π is the numerical factor from Stokes’ law which
assumes the fluid at the surface of the Brownian particle to be at rest with respect to the particle.2
Einstein was able to include the viscosity of the solvent because the viscous drag force on a
sphere moving in an incompressible fluid was derived 50 years before by Sir George Gabriel
Stokes (1819-1903). Marian von Smoluchowski (1822-1917) in 1906 and Paul Langevin (18721946) in 1908 derived complimentary theories for Brownian motion. Smoluchowski described
the evolution of a particles movement using a probabilistic distribution. Langevin presented the
first stochastic equation to describe the motion of a particle in the presence of random forces.
While the theories of Einstein, Smoluchowski, and Langevin were being proposed, Jean
Perrin (1870-1942) was conducting experiments to prove the existence of molecules. Studying
colloids in 1900 gave him the realization that Brownian motion provided a crucial test for the
reality of molecules and recognized Einstein’s diffusion formulas provided experimental access
to measure Avogadro’s number. A set of experiments on Brownian motion in 1908 convinced
the scientific community of the reality of molecules by studying the motion of monodisperse
particles prepared from fractionation of precipitated vegetable latex. Perrin commenced his
experiments by checking Einstein’s formula for equilibrium concentration distribution using
sedimentation experiments. The conclusion drawn from these experiments is the bases for
proving molecules exist, “An emulsion is actually a miniature ponderable atmosphere, or rather,

it is an atmosphere of colossal molecules, which are actually miscible.” In 1909, Perrin verified
Einstein’s displacement formula and in 1913, he published his book Les Atomes that gathered
the available evidence on the existence of molecules. Perrin was awarded the Nobel Prize in
1926 for ending the debate over the existence of molecules.
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The diffusion of colloids proved the existence of molecules and sparked avenues of
research into transport phenomena in solution shedding light on issues like protein interactions
and liquid crystal behavior. Polymer science uses diffusion as an integral part of the field. A
typical range for polymer diffusion coefficients is about 2 x 10-6 cm2 s-1 to 1 x 10-15 cm2 s-1
depending on the solution’s properties. Diffusion provides absolute methods to characterize size
of polymers and insights into biological mechanisms of proteins, lipids, and other large, complex
polymers. From an industrial aspect, mixing of polymers, blends, and phase separation are just a
few issues affecting products made from polymers. For the purpose of this dissertation, diffusion
of polymers will be discussed in terms of two confirmations: random coil, Figure 1.1(A) and
rodlike polymers, Figure 1.1(B). Three different regimes have been defined to describe diffusion
behavior of polymers in solution: dilute, semidilute, and concentrated or melts for both
confirmations. For each concentration regime, a definition of the solution will be presented then
a general discussion of how polymers diffuse in the system. Finally, each section will develop a
relation between the molecular weight of the polymer and the diffusion coefficient. The
relationship is important for later discussions of characterizing polymers using fluorescence
photobleaching recovery (FPR) used to measure diffusion in polymer solutions.

(A)

(B)

Figure 1.1: Representative schematic of (A) a random coil polymer and (B) a rodlike polymer
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1.2 Diffusion of Random Coil Polymers
The diffusion of random coil polymers in the three concentration regimes will be
discussed first. Polymer dilute solutions are defined as a solution where the polymer molecules
do not constantly interact with each other because the spacing between the polymers is much
larger than their radius of gyration.3-8 Dilute solutions of random-coil polymers resemble and are
modeled after the ideal gas law where the polymer molecules would be the gas molecules and the
solvent act as the space between. The exception is that the solvent molecules exert a
hydrodynamic drag force on the polymer in solution which is represented as friction. In the
dilute solution regime, the diffusion coefficient can be calculated by the Stokes-Einstein
relationship, Equation 1.3.

D0 =

k BT
f

1.3

where D0 is the diffusion coefficient of the polymer, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T the
absolute temperature. Equation 1.3 states D0 is proportional to the thermal energy, kBT, of the
system and inversely proportional to friction, f, between the solvent and solute molecules. The
friction term is a combination of the solvent’s viscosity (η0), and the hydrodynamic radius of the
polymer molecules (Rh), for spheres, f = 6πη 0 Rh . The radius of polymers reported from
diffusion studies is the hydrodynamic radius, Rh since the geometry of a random coil polymer is
best modeled as a sphere traveling in solution.
Using Flory’s theory of polymer chain conformations,7 the leap from the relationship

D ~ R −1 to a relationship D ~ M − β can be made where β = 0.5 for Θ conditions and β = 0.6 for
good solvents; the general parameter β will be used to discuss the relationship between D and

M.4,6,9-11 Experimentally, Zimm arrived at the relationship of D ~ M −0.5 for Θ conditions by
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accounting for the effect of hydrodynamics of individual polymers on the diffusion properties.
His findings agreed with the predicted relationship.5 For good solvents where the polymer
swells more than in Θ conditions, β equals 0.6 because of the larger radius of the given polymer.
As the polymer concentration in solution is increased, the solution enters the semidilute
regime at the overlap concentration which is the concentration polymer molecules begin to
interact but are not entangled.6,12-15 Doi and Edwards define a semidilute solution as “a solution
in which the molecules are strongly overlapped, but still occupy a small volume fraction”.6 A
good estimate of the overlap concentration, c*, is the ratio of the polymer’s molecular weight, M,
to its radius, Rg, cubed, Equation 1.4.

c* ~

M
Rg3

1.4

The semidilute regime commences at the overlap concentration and ends when the
polymer molecules entangle. At the lower end of the semidilute regime with respect to polymer
concentration, transport resembles that in dilute solutions. The coils collapse upon themselves
and the hydrodynamic screening present in dilute solutions disappears because of crowding
molecular interactions between the polymers. As the polymer concentration increases, the
molecules begin to overlap due to elongation of the coil, resulting in increased entanglement in
the sample thus their diffusion increasingly resembles reptation. Hydrodynamic interactions are
no longer a screening effect but more of a “wake” caused by the movement of the molecules
through solution. The “wake” is the movement (translational or vibrational) of a polymer in
solution felt by surrounding polymers. It causes the surrounding polymers to move in the same
fashion producing “wakes” of their own.12,13,16-18
The dependence of diffusion on molecular weight changes with concentration in the
semidilute regime for which an equation explaining the trend is not known. From the previous
6

discussion, β can vary from 0.5 for dilute solution to 2 for concentrated solutions.16 One of the
earliest models explaining polymer diffusion does address an issue present in semidilute system.
In 1958, Rouse described the behavior of polymer molecules traveling in solution using a beadspring model where hydrodynamic interactions are screened.6,19-21 The relationship derived by
Rouse, D ~ M −1 , states the diffusion is inversely proportional to the molecular weight.
Originally, the model was developed for dilute solutions, but the screening of hydrodynamics
between polymers in solution applies more to semidilute solutions rendering Rouse’s model a
better basis for the diffusion in this regime. Unlike dilute solutions, concentration is important
for the semidilute and concentrated regime since it indicates the proximity of the polymer
molecules’ center-of-mass. deGennes described how a polymer’s diffusion depends on
concentration in semidilute and concentrated solutions, stating the dependence does not fluctuate
once the regimes are entered. deGennes’ expectation is given in Equation 1.5.

D ~ c −1.75

1.5

As the polymer concentration increases past the semidilute regime, the solution resembles
a melt more than a solution. deGennes’ reptation theory describes the diffusion of polymer
chains through solutions with entangled polymer molecules like a melt.3,6,9-15,20,22-25 In
concentrated solutions, polymers uncoil and entangle into a three dimensional network.
Reptation is a scaling theory modeling the polymer moving through a tube defined by the
polymers surrounding it. This view is idealized since in reality all the polymers are moving at
approximately the same rate. The relationship between diffusion and molecular weight resulting
from this scaling theory is D ~ M −2 . Empirical data from Lodge suggests β has the value 2.4 ±
0.1 when optical tracer diffusion experiments are performed.14,26 A recent review by Wang on
the self and tracer diffusion through entangled polymer systems explains why the discrepancy
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between theoretical and empirical results occurs.27 Constraint release or tube relaxation coupled
with chain end topological effects are identified as the reasons for the deviation from the
theoretical expectation. Wang points out that when the diffuser’s molecular weight is about the
same as the surrounding macromolecules, no appreciable difference in the theoretical and
measured β value should exist.
The division of polymer solutions into dilute, semidilute, and concentrated regimes is but
one model explaining macromolecular diffusion. Another model is championed by Phillies
attempting to explain polymer diffusion in solution using a universal scaling equation.28-31
Studying probe diffusion, Phillies noticed that data always seemed to fall into a stretched
exponential decay. The scaling law proposed has the general form in Equation 1.6.

(

DS = D0 exp − αc δ

)

1.6

where c is the total concentration in the system, DS is the self-diffusion coefficient, D0 is the
infinite dilution diffusion coefficient, and α and δ are parameters that depend on the molecular
weight.
Table 1.1: Summary of diffusion and molecular weight relationships in the dilute , semidilute,
and concentrated regimes. D represents diffusion, M is molecular weight, β is the
relating parameter, D0 is the infinite dilution coefficient, α and δ are scaling
parameters to M, R is the polymer’s radius, and ξ is the correlation length of the
polymers in solution.

Relationship

Dilute

Semidilute

Concentrated

D ~ M −0.5 Θ conditions
D ~ M −0.6 good solvents

D ~ M −β
β ≈ 0.5 - 2

D ~ M −2

Langevin &
Rondelez Model

( ())

DS = D0 exp − α

R δ

ξ

Langevin and Rondelez presented a similar analysis but instead of concentration as the variable,
the ratio of probe radius to correlation length was used. Both are measures of distance between
polymers in solution so both quantities suffice. A summary of the molecular weight to diffusion
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relationships for the different concentration regimes (dilute, semidilute, and concentrated) is
given in Table 1.1.

1.3 Diffusion of Rigid Rod Polymers
The flexible configuration of a random coil is one geometry for a polymer. Another is
that of a rod which exhibits a high amount of rigidity in the backbone due to the monomer bonds
in the backbone or interactions between groups on the backbone. Examples of rodlike polymers
are polypeptides and polynucleotides that form a helix structure that can be effectively regarded
as a rod. Physical properties of polymers with rod morphology differ greatly from those of
random coils. The average length from the center of mass (known as the radius of gyration) of a
rod will be larger than a random coil for polymers with the exact same molecular weight.
Random coil polymers have the relationship of R ~ M 0.6 in solution while if the molecule is a
straight rod, the apparent radius is proportional to the contour length of the rod or the molecular
weight, R ~ M . A larger intrinsic viscosity and smaller diffusion coefficient of rods in dilute
solution reflect the size difference in relation to random coils. Another point to be made is the
orienting nature of rods in sufficiently concentrated solution. In the semidilute concentration
regime, entanglement is a large influence on the dynamics of the rods while for random coils the
polymers are just beginning to overlap. In concentrated solutions, random coils are entangled
while rods often spontaneously align for the distinction of being included in the lyotropic liquid
crystal set of polymers.6
A dilute solution of rodlike polymers has a concentration equal to or less than the inverse
of the length cubed.32,33 This means there is one rod per volume swept out by that rod, Equation
1.7.

ν dilute ≤

1
L3

1.7
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Dynamics of these polymers follow the same basic diffusion coefficient relationship in dilute
solutions as that of random coils, where the diffusion is proportional to the thermal energy in the
solution and inversely proportional to the friction the solvent applies to the macromolecules,
Equation 1.3. The difference is rooted in the dimensions of the two types of polymers. Random
coil polymers can be thought of as a loosely organized piece of string moving through solution.
Rodlike polymers resemble sticks translating in solution while at the same time they are rotating
about the center-of-mass resulting in two types of diffusion in dilute solution. Translational
diffusion, DTrans, depends on the length and diameter of the polymer rod traveling through the
solution, Equation 1.8 and 1.9.34
DTrans =

x=

k BTln( x)
3πη s L

1.8

L
d

1.9

where x is the axial ratio, L is the length, d is the diameter, T is the temperature, ηS is the
viscosity of the solution, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Rotational diffusion, DRot, is described
as end-over-end tumbling of the polymer rod that traces out a spherical volume in solution with a
diameter equal to the length of the rod, Equation 1.10.
DRot =

3k BTln( x)
πη s L3

1.10

Rearranging Equation 1.8 and substituting it into Equation 1.10 yields Equation 1.11 which
illustrates the relationship between DTrans and DRot.
DRot =

9 DTrans
L2

1.11
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Kirkwood and Riseman described the diffusion of rodlike polymers in dilute solution as
traveling simultaneously in two directions. The first direction is diffusion along the
backbone, D|| , and the second is perpendicular to the backbone, D⊥ , Figure 1.2.

D⊥

D||
Figure 1.2: Representation of the Kirkwood and Riseman model of diffusion for a single rodlike
polymer in solution. D|| is the parallel diffusion. D⊥ is the perpendicular

diffusion.
The equation for D|| is given in Equation 1.12 and D⊥ is given in Equation 1.13.6,34
D|| =

k BTln( x)
2πη S L

1.12

D⊥ =

k BTln( x)
4πη S L

1.13

From the Kirkwood-Riseman treatment of rodlike diffusion, the infinite dilution value is a
combination of D|| and D⊥ , Equation 1.14.35,36
D0 =

1
3

(D

||

+ 2 D⊥ ) = 23 D|| = 43 D⊥

1.14

Since DTrans and DRot are the measurable quantities, extrapolating DTrans to zero concentration
yields the infinite dilution value, Equation 1.15.
c

lim 0 DTrans = D0

1.15

Using the infinite dilution diffusion coefficient in equation 1.15, the parallel and perpendicular
diffusion coefficient can be calculated. The power of the Kirkwood-Riseman theorem is the
11

ability to calculate the friction on the rods with different lengths. A more generalized StokesEinstein equation shows the friction parallel to the axis of the rod and perpendicular to the rod
can be calculated from D|| and D⊥ , Equation 1.16 and 1.17.

f || =

k BT
D||

1.16

f⊥ =

k BT
D⊥

1.17

As the number of rodlike polymers increases past the equivalence of one molecule per
cubic volume, L−3 , the solution enters the semidilute regime until the concentration reaches one
rod per plane swept out of by the rod, d −1 L−2 , Equation 1.18. 32,33
1
1
≤c≤ 2
3
L
dL

1.18

The semidilute regime for random coils is defined by the overlapping of the macromolecules; the
same idea holds for rods where interactions of the polymers slow DTrans, DRot, D|| , and D⊥ .
Translational and parallel diffusion slow because the surrounding rods restrict the available
volume allowed to the traveling polymer resulting in an increase in friction. Rotational and
perpendicular diffusion decrease significantly in semidilute solutions due to topological restraints
from the surrounding rods. Rotational diffusion is hindered because rods collide as they precess
about the center of mass and perpendicular diffusion is hindered because rods have difficulty
passing each other across the longitudinal axis. Diffusion of rods in dilute solution, explained by
Kirkwood and Riseman, decreases by half in solutions with concentrations greater the L-3. The
decrease in diffusion is a result of the hindrances placed on a rod traveling through solution by
other rods.
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The upper value of the semidilute regime corresponds to the formation of the liquid
crystal, LC, morphology. LC droplets are the first indication of the transition from a semidilute
to concentrated rod solution and can be observed through a microscope between crossed
polarizers. Given enough time, two distinct phases, isotropic and liquid crystal, will form in the
solution. Alignment into the LC morphology occurs due to “overcrowding” of the rods in
solution corresponding to an increase in entropy of the system. The entropy increase associated
with this spontaneous process is thought to be due to the enhanced movement of the rods in the
LC phase more than compensating the decrease in entropy from alignment. Models for rod
diffusion in LC solutions are not known, but a speculated model has rods sliding past each other
parallel to the length of the molecule.

1.4 Fluorescence Photobleaching Recovery
Fluorescence photobleaching recovery (FPR), also known as fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP), was initially used to study biological systems then used in the 1980’s to
study the lateral diffusion of macromolecules.37-57 The major improvement of the technique was
the incorporation of a modulating fringe pattern to measure the diffusion profile of a sample.58
Advantages over spot photobleaching are: real time observation of the decay, parasitic
photobleaching during the monitoring phase does not perturb the determined parameters, and the
measurement is insensitive to motion of the sample as a whole. Beginning in the late 1980’s,
FPR was being used to study the diffusion of complex polymer solutions, which usually posed
theoretical and experimental difficulties for the dynamic light scattering, DLS, experiment.
Probe diffusion studies of the properties of concentrated solutions were now easier since
refractive index matching between the polymer being probed and the solvent was not an
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issue.41,59-64 Diffusion measurements at transitions of liquid crystals and gels were shown to be
possible with FPR60,65-70.
A modulating fringe pattern setup will be discussed since it directly applies to the
instrument used to measure D. The striped pattern is projected onto the fluorescent sample using
a low intensity laser beam. A high intensity laser illuminates the sample long enough to
photobleach 5 to 10% of the dyes in solution with a pulse lasting less than one-tenth the recovery
time. Bleaching time depends on laser intensity: usually one second or less for dextran in water
and 1-3 seconds for poly(γ-benzyl-α,L-glutamate), PBLG, in pyridine. A low intensity laser
beam replaces the high intensity laser beam inducing the unbleached dyes to fluoresce, and the
projected striped pattern is moved back and forth creating a wave of intensity amplitude with
respect to time.

I

III

IV
V

II
VI

Figure 1.3: Schematic demonstrating how a laser beam (II) from a laser (I) goes through a fringe
pattern (III) and onto sample (IV). The bright small spot on the sample (V) is the part
of the sample illuminated by the laser and is enlarged to show the projection of the
fringe pattern.

As the projected stripes move over the illuminated stripes in the sample, a minimum
contrast is recorded and when the stripes totally overlap the bleached stripes, a maximum voltage
14

is recorded creating a triangle wave, but the higher harmonics fade quickly, and expeditiously,
the wave approaches a sinusoidal form.58 The decreasing sinusoidal wave is recorded as a small
alternating current (AC) which is carried on a larger direct current (DC), Figure 1.4A. The AC
signal is isolated from the DC signal and amplified using electronics described in Section 2.2.a,
Figure 1.4B. The positive amplitude of the sine wave is plotted against time to obtain the
contrast decay profile, Figure 1.4C.
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Figure 1.4: Representative sinusoidal signal produced by the modulated fringe pattern (black) at
different stages of collection. (A) The AC signal (black) is carried on a DC signal
(green). (B) Amplified, isolated AC signal from (A). (C) Positive amplitudes of the
decaying sine wave in (B) plotted against time.
Fick’s laws describe diffusion as the process of a fluid becoming uniform from a
gradient. In FPR, the sample is a uniform fluorescing solution due to dyes attached to the
molecule under examination. An optical gradient between fluorescing molecules and bleached
molecules occurs at the point of photobleaching. The flux, J, created by the gradient is
represented mathematically in equation 1.19.

J = −D

∂c*
∂x

1.19

where D is the diffusion coefficient, c* is the concentration of fluorescing molecules, and x is the
position in an x-y coordinate system.
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Combining the equation of continuity, Equation 1.20, with Equation 1.19 yields Fick’s second
law of diffusion, Equation 1.21.

∂c ∗
= −J
∂t

D

1.20

∂c ∗ ∂c ∗
=
∂x
∂t

1.21

When Equation 1.21 is solved, the answer is an exponential decay with respect to time, which
can be represented by Equation 1.22 for FPR. The signal produced by the amplitude of the
decreasing sine wave resembles an exponential decay allowing FPR data to be directly analyzed
with Fick’s laws.

C (t ) = C( 0 )e − Γt + B

1.22

where B is the baseline of the contrast decay curve and the constant produced in solving Fick’s
laws, C(t) is the contrast signal over time, and C(0) is the initial contrast signal. The decay can
be analyzed using an exponential fit, cumulants fit,71 or inverse Laplace transform analysis,
ILT.72 Analysis yields Γ, the decay rate, from which D is calculated, Equation 1.23.

Γ = DK 2

1.23

K is the spatial frequency defined by the ronchi ruling and magnification decided by the user. In
the case of CONTIN analysis, a distribution of decay rates is obtained. More detail on ILT
analysis is presented in Chapter 3.
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1.5 Overview of Dissertation
1.5.a Using Fluorescence Photobleaching Recovery as a Method to Determine
Molecular Weight Distributions
When a polymer is synthesized, a quick determination of the molecular weight is often
desired once the chemical structure is known. Some techniques applied to characterize polymers
are static light scattering, SLS, analytical ultracentrifugation, AU, end-group analysis, and gelpermeation chromatography, GPC. GPC is the most common technique used to separate
polymers according to their sizes. The first systems dubbed gel filtration separated water soluble
biomolecules.73-80 The technique was adapted for nonaqueous systems using crosslinked
polystyrene gels and beads as stationary phases to separate synthetic polymers.80-83 The concept
is to inject a sample into a flow stream carrying the sample through a column. Small molecules
fit in the pores of the stationary phase so they are retained for a longer period. Large molecules
cannot fit into the pores so they travel through the column faster than the smaller components. A
calibration curve of log M vs. elution volume is used to calculate the number average and weight
average molecular weight, Mn and Mw, and polydispersity index, PDI, from the resulting
chromatogram. Universal calibration introduced by Grubisic, Rempp, and Benoit84 increased the
usefulness of GPC and has been studied85-94 as a way to characterize molecular weights of
different unknowns. A recent improvement to GPC is inline detectors for viscosity and light
scattering measurements. The Wyatt Corporation designed and sells a multi-angle light
scattering detector, MALLS, which determines absolute molecular weights without the need of a
calibration plot. Viscotek has a two angle light scattering detector but couples this information
with viscosity to obtain absolute molecular weight. GPC is an easy and simple instrument to use
but it is difficult to maintain because of the large parts bins required and large amount of
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solvents. Switching solvents is also cumbersome for GPC requiring the user to go through many
intermediate solvents usually taking one to two days to complete the process under optimum
conditions.95-97 Instead of going through the process of preparing a GPC, quicker methods which
take advantage of light scattering can be used to determine the Mn, Mw, and PDI of a polymer
sample.
Dynamic light scattering, DLS, has been adopted to indirectly determine Mn, Mw, and

PDI.98,99 DLS measures the unknown sample’s autocorrelation function then the distribution of
decay rates are estimated using a Laplace inversion algorithm.99-101 The result is mapped onto a
calibration curve derived from the relationship D = αM − β to obtain the molar mass distribution.
The most notable example is the characterization of poly(tetrafluoroethylene), PTFE, by Chu and
coworkers.102,103 PTFE is impossible to dissolve in solvents available for GPC at suitable
temperatures, making DLS an optimum technique to characterize PTFE. Large molecules of
PTFE were dissolved in small oligomers of the polymer at a temperature of 300 oC. Light
scattered from a laser beam was solely attributed to the large molecular weight sample. Using an
inverse Laplace transform algorithm, Chu and coworkers were able to determine the molecular
weight distribution from the previous mentioned relationship.
Even though the characterization of PTFE demonstrates the DLS method, Chu’s example
does not give any reason why it should be used instead of GPC for less challenging applications.
GPC still produces better resolution of molar masses especially if the sample has more than one
distribution. The poor resolution in the DLS method is a manifestation of the dependence of M
on D. In dilute solutions, the dependence is given by the scaling D ~ M −0.5 demonstrating the
weak relationship of diffusion on molecular weight.16 If the total concentration is increased, the
dependency of diffusion on molecular weight improves to D ~ M −2 improving the resolution of
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the molecular weights in solution. Figure 1.5 shows the “stretching” of D with respect to M
using a concentrated solution. The differences in diffusion are evident between dilute solutions
and concentrated solutions.

log D
∆DDilute

D~M

-½

D~M

-2

∆DConcentrated

M1

M2

log M

Figure 1.5: A schematic illustrating the improvement in molecular weight resolution in diffusion
characterization methods. The top line displays the D dependence on M in dilute
solutions. The bottom line displays the D dependence on M in concentrated
solutions. The difference in the diffusion coefficients are displayed for polymers of
the same M.

Matrix solutions have been used in DLS probe diffusion studies of concentrated
solutions. The problem with using a matrix in DLS is the “visibility” of the object under
study.3,12,15,24,25,104 The scattering of light by a sample depends on the mass of the molecules and
the concentration.105 The matrix will dominate the scattering due to the higher concentration
rendering the characterization inaccurate except in special cases where the matrix is isorefractive
with the solvent.26,106-109 Polymers are isorefractive with a solvent when the refractive index, n,
of the solution does not change from the solvent’s n when a polymer is added. The matrix is
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made invisible by the isorefractive property allowing the scattering from the probe molecule to
dominate. Another problem encountered when using a matrix is the chemical compatibility of
the two polymers and the solvent. If all three components of the solution are not compatible,
aggregation, possible phase separation, and/or precipitation nullify the accuracy of the results.
From a practical view, the removal of dust from a concentrated solution is almost impossible due
to the solution plugging filters or a concentration gradient created by centrifugation.
Matrix fluorescence photobleaching recovery, MFPR, uses the same sieving principle as
GPC, but it relates molecular weight to diffusion instead of elution volume, and it is free of the
problems associated with matrix DLS. The polymer sample being analyzed is lightly tagged
with a fluorescent molecule allowing the matrix to have almost the same chemical structure.
Compatibility between the analyte and matrix is perfect if the diffusing molecule is lightly
tagged and the fluorescent molecule does not affect miscibility; the matrix’s diffusion is not
present since the fluorescently tagged molecule is only detected; and dust does not have to be
removed to measure the self-diffusion coefficient since it is not fluorescent.
The first attempt using MFPR to characterize dextran and pullulan is presented in
Chapters 3 and 4. Dextran and pullulan are readily available polysaccharides that are soluble in
aqueous solvents and are easily tagged using dyes obtained from Molecular Probes, Inc. More on
dextran and pullulan is presented in Chapter 2 along with methods of experimentation used in
this dissertation. A study on the physical properties of the matrix solutions in relation to the
retarding of the dextran and pullulan probes is presented in Chapter 3. Factors examined in
Chapter 3 include the trends of D vs. M, lengths between matrix polymers, thickening of matrix
solutions, and behavior of polymer matrix solution using a hydrodynamic scaling model
resembling the one proposed from George Phillies110,111 and Chapter 4 discusses the program
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CONTIN as an algorithm to analyze exponential decays from FPR.

1.5.b Diffusion of Complex Solutions of Poly(γ-benzyl-α,L-glutamate)
PBLG has been studied for many years as a model system of rigid rod polymers.86,112-132
In the mid-1980’s, groups started using PBLG as a model system to study the diffusion of rodlike polymers and probing the morphology by probe diffusion. Zero and Pecora published the
first paper on rotational and translational diffusion in semidilute solutions of PBLG.133 The
molecular weights used for the study were 150K, 170K, and 210K with solution concentrations
ranging between 4 and 50 mg/mL in various solvents. Dynamic and depolarized light scattering
were used to measure the translational and rotational diffusion coefficients. They found the DoiEdwards theory described the hydrodynamics of PBLG rods in semidilute solution. The use of
solvents that cause aggregation of PBLG molecules taints this study. Russo, Langley and Karasz
also studied these types of solutions concentrating on two molecular weights of PBLG, 150K and
300K, in DMF, a good solvent.134 They found the translational diffusion coefficient increased
with concentration when measured with DLS. When thermodynamic interactions were
subtracted from the diffusion values, the diffusion decreased with concentration as expected. A
second decay was described when higher concentrations were examined. The analysis was not
consistent with the Doi-Edwards model and contradicts the findings by Zero and Pecora, who
neglected thermodynamic interactions, and stimulated the development of the Doi-ShimadaOkano, DSO, model that not only considered thermodynamic effects but does so in a distancedependent way. DeLong and Russo studied the thermodynamics and dynamic behavior of PBLG
in the isotropic phase using static and dynamic light scattering.135 The study for the most part
validated the DSO model but other modes of diffusion were observed. Trends from the study
indicated the DSO model agrees with Onsager’s cluster expansion method to explain the origins
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of liquid crystallinity.136 Phalakornkul, Gast, and Pecora’s paper in 1999, revisited rotational and
translational diffusion of PBLG in isotropic, semidilute solutions of PBLG.137 They used DLS
and transient electric birefringence, TEB, to measure the translational and rotational diffusion
coefficients. The paper extended the Doi, Shimada, and Okano model to arbitrary time and
length scales.
Jamil and Russo looked at the diffusion of PBLG in the dilute limit, NL3 < 1.138 The
mutual diffusion of the rods did not change up to the L-3 limit where it began to increase. It was
reported that static light scattering offered no thermodynamic explanation for this trend. From a
dynamics standpoint, constant mutual diffusion in very low concentrations is not surprising since
no interaction between rods except as the occasional “running” into each other would be
expected. The increase in the mutual diffusion as the polymer solutions crossed over into the
semidilute regime was an already observed phenomena and has been explained.139 A study of
five different molecular weights of PBLG was done by Bu et al.36 The group showed
quantitatively pyridine is a good solvent for PBLG possibly better than dimethyl formamide
agreeing with earlier work done by Balik and Hopfinger.136,140 Also, the self-diffusion in the
semidilute regime up to the isotropic-lyotropic phase boundary was measured using FPR. The
diffusion below [η]-1 was seen to be constant and began to decrease when the solutions entered
the semidilute regime. This was consistent with the Jamil and Russo findings. It was also shown
that lightly labeling PBLG with a fluorescent tag needed for FPR studies did not affect the
solution properties of the molecule. The fact that solution properties were not changed indicated
there was no change in the morphology of the PBLG rods.
Ternary solutions of PBLG were studied by Russo with DLS.141 He studied a large
PBLG rod, 210K, diffusing through a small PBLG rod matrix, 40K. A bimodal decay was
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observed in the autocorrelation function; the slower mode was attributed to diffusion of the large
PBLG. The slow diffuser decreased to 50% of its original value then as the concentration
increased, the mode decreased to as little as 20% of its dilute diffusion coefficient attributed to
the flexibility of the PBLG rod studied.
A study published by Jamil et al used a probe polystyrene to elucidate the effect of rods
on the dynamics of a random coil in solutions.142,143 An analog to PBLG was used as the matrix,
poly(γ-steryl-α,L-glutamate), PSLG. PSLG aggregates end-to-end in toluene forming long,
filamentous structures in solutions but is isorefractive with toluene so that the only scattering
come from PS. Toluene is a good solvent for PS thus making the system favorable for study.
Through their study, PSLG acted more like a hydrogel not impeding the PS as much as expected
even though polymer incompatibility was thought to have occurred. Gold, Onyenemezu, and
Miller published a probe study of crosslinked PS latex spheres diffusing though PBLG in
1996.144 In this study, the scattering from the spheres, R = 152 and 208 nm, was greater than the
scattering from the PBLG rods, M = 70K and 233K. The diffusion did not decrease as fast as
expected displaying a deviation from the Stokes-Einstein relationship. A monomer rod depletion
layer around the latex spheres was suggested to explain the observed deviation from the StokesEinstein relationship. Oikawa and Nakanishi measured the diffusion of a polystyrene microgel
across the sol-gel transition of PBLG/DMF with the addition of water as the gelling agent.145
Using DLS, the measured diffusion coefficients in the gel state of PBLG/DMF did not change
from the solution state indicating a porous and bicontinuos morphology at the “swollen gel
state”. This was confirmed by transmission electron microscopy. A recent study on the
diffusion by DLS of polystyrene through PBLG and poly(γ-octyl-α,L-glutamate)-co-(γ-methyl-

α,L-glutamate) in chloroform saturated with formamide, CF, was done by Hanson, Borsali, and
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Pecora.146 The rigid rod and “hairy” rod matrices were not isorefractive with the solvent so the
random phase approximation theory was used to calculate the cooperative and interdiffusive
modes. They couple their results with small angle neutron scattering to arrive at the conclusion
PBLG and PS are compatible in CF, argued to be a good solvent. The other conclusion drawn
from their study was the compatibility of the rods and PS increase with increasing aliphatic
character displayed by the increase in compatibility as the number of octyl groups increase
coming off the backbone.
The first study of the diffusion of a semiflexible polymer, PBLG with M = 232K, across
the isotropic-lyotropic phase boundary was published in 1999.67 Using FPR, the measured
diffusion coefficients show an increase at the isotropic/cholesteric phase boundary. A decrease
in DSelf was observed in the isotropic regime agreeing with previous studies.35,134,135,138,139,147 As
the PBLG concentration enters the transition region of the phase diagram148,149 observed from
polarized optical microscopy, POM, two self-diffusion coefficients at the weight fraction, w, of
the transition from the isotropic to liquid crystal phase were measured. A local maximum in

DSelf was measured as w increases. After the maximum is observed, DSelf decreases because of
increased friction from rod jamming or curling on each other (imagine crossing fingers for good
luck). CONTIN analysis150 and GPC data indicates a bimodal molecular weight distribution,
MWD, in the sample which may have led to errors in values reported but the trend was believed
to be accurate.
The effect of PBLG’s length on diffusion across the isotropic-liquid crystal phase
transition is discussed in Chapter 5. This is a continuation of work done by Russo et al. in 1999
showing an increase in the diffusion coefficient as the concentration crosses φA,67 where
advantage was taken of an unusual alignment of the liquid crystalline phase.
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CHAPTER 2: INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIALS
2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1, diffusion was discussed for two morphologies: random coil and rigid rod
polymers. The concept of fluorescence photobleaching recovery was discussed as an experiment
to measure the self-diffusion of the polymers in solution. This chapter will give the setup of the
FPR instrument built at Louisiana State University used to measure the diffusion of fluorescein
labeled dextran, FD, and pullulan, FP, and fluorescein labeled poly(γ-benzyl-α,L-glutamate),
LPBLG, in solution. The solutions FD and FP diffused in were solutions made from unlabeled
dextran of higher molecular weight. The labeling procedures and polymer characterization are
given in the rest of the chapter. Also, the instruments used to study the solution properties of the
unlabeld dextran solutions, also referred to as matrices, are listed with a brief explanation of their
setup.

2.2 Instruments
2.2.a Fluorescein Photobleaching Recovery Instrument
The FPR has been previously described36,66,67,151,152 but a detailed description will follow
beginning with a schematic in Figure 2.1. A beam with λ = 488 nm (supplied by a Lexel Model
3000 or Lexel Model 95 Argon Ion Laser) passes through an acousto-optic modulator, AOM
(from Newport Electro-Optical Systems Model N35085-3) splitting the laser beam into two
diffraction beams one being dim (weak) and the other being bright (strong). The weak beam
excites the fluorophores in the detection part of the experiment while the bright beam
photobleaches the sample and is approximately 2000 times more intense. The beam bounces off
two mirrors entering the rear focal plane of an Olympus BHA microscope where a Ronchi ruling
(a glass with equal clear and black stripes), Edmund Industrial Optics, is mounted on a speaker
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system made from two 4″ woofers (Radio Shack catalog number 40-1022B) controlled by a LSU
built driver, to create the vibrations at a chosen frequency for measurement. The beam reflects
off a dichroic mirror in the microscope down to the sample through an objective illuminating the
fluorescent sample in which the striped pattern is now projected. The fluorescent light, λ = 515
nm, passes through the dichroic mirror, a shutter (Newport Industrial Optics controlled with a
LSU built driver) and through a filter set to the fluorescing light into a photomultiplier tube
(RCA-7265 powered by a Hewlett-Packard 6515A DC Power Supply).

Oscilloscope

Electronics

Photomultiplier
Tube

Filter
Shutter
Mirrors
Beam Stop

Ronchi Ruling
Dichroic
Mirror

Acoustic Optical Modulator

Laser
Strong Beam

Speaker
System

Microscope
Objective
Sample

Weak Beam

Figure 2.1: Schematic (not drawn to scale) of the FPR instrument used to measure the diffusion
coefficient of fluorescein labeled molecules.
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The signal generated by the PMT is fed into a Stanford Research Systems Model SR560 Low
Noise Preamplifier to filter out unwanted frequencies that may develop then into an amplifier
built in the LSU electronic shops. A Tektronix 221A 100 MHz Digital Storage Oscilloscope
monitors the sinusoidal wave generated in the experiment and runs parallel with the amplifier.
The signal from the amplifier is transmitted to an analog-digital card from National Instruments,
#AT-MIO-16D Part #320489-01 then into Labview generated program to collect the sine wave
amplitude. The program controls the switching of the AOM, shutter, and time the signal is
collected.
The FPR machine is stable over time as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The diffusion
coefficient does not vary from day to day demonstrated by a two week study of a dilute solution
of FD70 (fluorescein labeled dextran with molecular weight of 70,000 Da). The data collected
from the FPR instrument was analyzed by fitting an exponential function and by performing an
inverse Laplace transform.
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Figure 2.2: Two week stability study of FPR. Diffusion of FD70 in dilute solution with insert of
% Average Variance. ○ Single exponential analysis ■ inverse Laplace transform
analysis
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2.2.b Gel Permeation Chromatography, GPC
The aqueous GPC used to characterize dextran and pullulan samples was made from a
Waters Associates Chromatography Pump model 6000A, Waters Associates Differential
Refractometer model R401, and a Polymer Labs Aquagel Chromatography Column part number
1149-6800. A Wyatt Technology Corporation Dawn DSP Laser Photometer provided absolute
molecular weight measurement since it is a multiangle laser light scattering detector, MALLS,
operating at 632.8 nm. The Dawn was calibrated using toluene as the Rayleigh reference and the
multiple detectors were normalized using pullulan standards from Polysciences, Inc. The mobile
phase for all experiments on the GPC-MALLS is a sodium phosphate buffer153 of pH = 7.8 with
5.0 µM sodium azide made from nanopure water. Typical concentrations for injected samples
range from one to five milligrams per milliliter. Samples were run in triplicate for the
measurement of number average molecular weight, Mn, weight average molecular weight, Mw,
and polydispersity, PDI.
The organic GPC used to characterize dextran and pullulan samples was made from a
Waters Associates Chromatography Pump model 590, a Waters sample injector, Waters
Associates Differential Refractometer model 410, and a set of columns which included a
Phenomenex 7.8 x 50 mm guard column plus tandem Phenomenex Phenogel 10MXM and 105 Å
columns. A Wyatt Technology Corporation Dawn DSP Laser Photometer provided absolute
molecular weight measurement since it is a multiangle laser light scattering detector, MALLS,
operating at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The Dawn was calibrated using toluene as the Rayleigh
reference and the multiple detectors were normalized using polystyrene standards. The mobile
phase for was dimethyl formamide that was sparged with N2. Typical concentrations of one to
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five milligrams per milliliter were injected in triplicate for the measurement of number average
molecular weight, Mn, weight average molecular weight, Mw, and polydispersity, PDI.

2.2.c Rheometer
A Rheometric Scientific SR5000 controlled stress rheometer with a parallel plate setup
belonging to Professor Daniel DeKee at Tulane University in New Orleans, LA, was used to
measure the storage modulus, G′, and viscosity, η, of the matrix solution. Storage modulus
measurements were done using oscillating shear varying the frequency with constant strain.
Viscosity was measured by measuring the resistance from a constant shear experiment. The
range of frequencies used to measure G′ is 1 to 100 radian s-1 with 10 points for each decade in
log space. Stress for dextran matrix solutions with w = 0.25, 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, and 0.05 was 100,
75, 50, 20, and 10 Pa, repectively. The reported viscosity was the average of the values over the
range of frequencies since the viscosity does not change as the frequency changes. Storage
modulus results are reported over the range of frequencies. Each solution of a given weight
fraction was run in triplicate at identical frequencies so the storage modulus and viscosity
measured at one particular frequency could be averaged.

2.2.d Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering
Small angle x-ray scattering, SAXS, data were obtained at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Lab, SSRL, a division of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, SLAC. Dr. John
Pople, the beamline scientist, assisted with collecting and analyzing data. Five samples
representative of the concentrations used for the diffusion calibration plots were measured. The
scattering data were collected with λ = 0.1488 nm at angles between 0.46° and 180° at room
temperature. The cell holding the solutions was designed and built at SSRL with a pathlength on
average of 0.10 cm.
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2.3 Materials
2.3.a Dextran
Dextran is a polysaccharide produced by Leuconostoc mesenteroides, strain B-512(F)
bacterium. The molecular structure of dextran is composed of α-D-glucopyronosyl residues
primarily linked at the α(1-6) position,154 Figure 2.3. Dextran is considered to belong to the
class of hyperbranched molecules. Branching occurs when (1-2), (1-3), or (1-4) links appear
along the backbone. Short chain branching is typical in these molecules, accounting for about
5% of the links even though branching density as high as 30% has been reported.60,154-160 Long
chain branching is observed in molecules with a molecular weight of 150,000 Da.
H

O
O
OH

OH

OH
OH
n

Figure 2.3: Repeat unit of dextran

Matrices are solutions of dextran (Sigma, Cat. # D-5376 Lot # 98H-0939 Avg. M =
2,000,000 Da) and 5 mM sodium azide (NaN3) aqueous solution. The NaN3 solution was
prepared from NaN3 (J.T. Baker Chemical Company) and water (Barnstead Nanopure
Deionization System series 630). Fluorescein isothiocyanate, FITC, labeled dextrans, FD, were
used as received from Sigma and the molecular weights of the probes and matrix dextrans were
characterized using GPC-MALLS and the results are found in Table 2.1. Figure 2.3 shows the
values measured by GPC-MALLS agree or are a little greater than Sigma’s reported low angle
laser light scattering molecular weights.
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Table 2.1: Characterization of Dextran Probes and Dextran Matrix. * indicates the SigmaAldrich catalog number. FD means fluorescein isothiocyanate labeled dextran and
the number next to FD is representative of the molecular weight of the sample. The
“s” in FD10s signifies Sigma made and characterized the product. Rh is calculated
from D0 measured in FPR.

38H-1768
38H-5083
77H-0361
39H-0871
117H-0564
127H-5080
38H-5082

Vendor’s
M / 1000
4.4
9.5
21.2
38.2
71.6
148.0
500.0

GPC-MALLS
Mw / 1000
5.0 ± 0.2
11.2 ± 0.3
27.4 ± 0.4
42.4 ± 0.9
80.6 ± 0.5
161.0 ± 4.0
456.0 ± 8.0

GPC-MALLS
PDI
1.15 ± 0.01
1.18 ± 0.01
1.36 ± 0.02
1.22 ± 0.02
1.19 ± 0.01
1.84 ± 0.02
1.96 ± 0.02

98H-0939

2,000.0

4,150.0 ± 261.0

3.21 ± 0.28

Sample

Lot #

FD4*
FD10s*
FD20*
FD40*
FD70*
FD150*
FD500s*
Matrix

Rh / nm

Rh / nm from
Bu et al 59
1.4
1.3
2.3
1.7
3.3
2.8
4.5
4.5
6.0
5.8
8.5
8.8
Unknown
13.3
27.0

Unknown

Matrix Dextran (Nonfluorescent)
6

GPC-MALLS Mw
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Figure 2.4: Correlation between vendor’s and measured molecular weight for fluorescein
isothiocyanate labeled dextrans. Line is a 1:1 correlation. The highest molecular
weight point on the graph is not from a fluorescent probe but from the matrix
molecule.
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2.3.b Pullulan
Pullulan is a polysaccharide produced by the Aureobasidium pullulan fungus and is a
linear polysaccharide consisting of maltotriose repeat units linked at the (1-6) position by a
glycosidic linkage, Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Repeat unit of pullulan

Labeled pullulan probes, FP, were prepared from a set of GPC standards from Polymer
Laboratories, Cat. # 2090-0100, and 5-(4,6-dichlorotriazinyl) aminofluorescein, 5-DTAF, from
Molecular Probes. Pullulan was dissolved at a concentration of 10 mg mL-1 in pH = 10 sodium
hydroxide and likewise for 5-DTAF at a concentration of three 5-DTAF molecules per pullulan
molecule. The reaction was stirred for 28 hours at room temperature then 1 M hydrochloric acid
added while monitoring with indicating paper until a pH = 7.0-7.2 was reached. Millipore
Ultrafree-4 Centrifugal Filter Units (Cat. # UFVBGC25) were used to remove excess 5-DTAF
from the samples. The 5-DTAF labeled pullulan was freeze dried to remove any excess solvent.
Pullulans before and after labeling were characterized using GPC-MALLS. The results appear in
Table 2.2. The molecular weights and polydispersity values measured could be skewed due to a
change in the dn dc value from attaching the 5-DTAF and peak broadening, but as for the light
labeling used this seems unlikely. The correlation between the measured molecular weight and
the manufacturer’s molecular weight is given in Figure 2.6.
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Table 2.2: Characterization of Pullulan Probes and Dextran Matrix. ** indicates the Polymer
Labs molecular weight. Rh for the labeled pullulan is calculated from D0 measured in
FPR. Rh is not known for unlabeled pullulan since dynamic light scattering was not
performed to measure D0.

Lot #

Pullulan

2090-0100

Labeled
Pullulan

2090-0100

GPC-MALLS Mw

Sample

10

6

10

5

10

4

10

M from the
Label /
1000
11.8**
22.8**
47.3**
100.0**
380.0**

GPC-MALLS
Mw / 1000

GPC-MALLS
PDI

Rh Calculated
from D0 / nm

11.5 ± .2
29.3 ± 12.5
50.1 ± 5.2
109.8 ± 7.6
408.1± 164.9

1.33 ± 0.04
1.62 ± 0.15
1.36 ± 0.04
1.58 ± 0.19
1.63 ± 0.26

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

11.8**

22.4 ± 8.5

1.61 ± 0.50

2.3

22.8**
47.3**
100.0**
380.0**

26.1 ± .6
48.6 ± 14.9
104.2 ± 8.7
393.8 ± 15.3

1.67 ± 0.17
1.75 ± 0.40
1.43 ± 0.04
1.65 ± 0.14

3.3
4.1
7.5
14.3

4

10

5

10

6

Vendor's M

Figure 2.6: Correlation between pullulan’s M reported by Polysciences and pullulan’s Mw
measured on LSU’s GPC-MALLS before labeling (●), and after labeling (○)
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Besides the affect labeling has on molecular weight is the issue regarding changes in size of
probe polymers due to attaching fluorescent molecules. The question stems from the electronic
characteristic of fluorescein that is found in the conjugated π bonds allowing for fluorescence,
Figure 2.7.
O

O

OH

O
OH

R

Figure 2.7: Chemical structure of fluorescein. The R is the reactive group to attach the
molecule to the probe and changes depending on the polymer.

If a high number of fluorescein molecules are attached, possible repulsion from the addition of
the electron character along the backbone may expand the probe causing a difference in the
diffusion behavior through a matrix. Adding three fluorescein molecules to a pullulan polymer
does not change the average size of the polymer appreciably, illustrated in Figure 2.8. The figure
shows the radius of gyration (Rg) versus molecular weight for two pullulan probes before and
after labeling taken from GPC-MALLS experiments. The radius changes insignificantly after
labeling for the samples. The detection limit of the MALLS is approximately 10 nm and
molecular weights with less than 10 nm are inaccurate.
Matrix solutions were prepared in the same way as they were for dextran probes for the
pullulan samples. Calibration samples used for matrix FPR were prepared by placing a small
amount FD or FP (<0.01mg) into a 2.5 mL vial.
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Figure 2.8: Representative graph comparing unlabeled (black) and labeled (green) pullulan
probes with average molecular weights of 380,000 Da (filled circles) and 100,000
Da (open circles) measured with GPC-MALLS.

The matrix solution was then added on top of the solid, filling approximately three quarters of
the vial ensuring a negligible change in total concentration. The probe/matrix solutions were
spun at a slow speed around the long axis by a homemade spinning device for a week. Each day,
the sample was inverted 25 times and placed back on the spinner inverted from the day before.
Dilute solutions of the probes were prepared in the same manner except a 5mM NaN3 solution
was used instead of a matrix. Separation samples were prepared by pipetting two or three
different dilute solutions of labeled dextran or labeled pullulan into a vial then dried using a
vacuum oven. The matrix of choice was added to the dried probe molecules and mixed for three
days.
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2.3.c Poly(γ-benzyl-α,L-glutamate)
PBLG is a synthetic polypeptide with the repeat structure shown in Figure 2.9. It adopts
the α-helix conformation in many solvents, stabilized by hydrogen bonds between the amide and
carbonyl group in the backbone four residues apart. This yields an overall structure of a weakly
bending rod. The diameter of the rod remains constant at 1.6 nm and the length depends on the
number of residues in the backbone; each residue contributes a length of 0.15 nm to the total
length. Common solvents for PBLG are chloroform, 1,4-dioxane, pyridine, m-cresol, and
dimethyl formamide. Pyridine and DMF are the best solvents forbidding any aggregation in the
absence of moisture.112 PBLG is synthesized by esterification of glutamic acid with benzyl
alcohol. The γ-benzyl-α,L-glutamate, BLG, is then reacted with phosgene to form a Ncarboxyanhydride, NCA, ring structure.

O
NH

CH

C
x

CH2
CH2
C

O

O
CH2

Figure 2.9: Repeat structure of poly(γ-benzyl-α,L-glutamate), PBLG
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Recent investigators have switched to triphosgene in the solid form making it a safer substance
to work with.161 The NCA-BLG is polymerized by initiating a ring-opening polymerization with
a base, usually an amine. Molecular weights of PBLG can be controlled by ratios of initiator to
monomer. The reaction yields Mw/Mn values less than 1.5 typically. Fractionation of the
samples can make samples more monodisperse. The characterization of PBLG samples used to
study the effect of length on diffusion in Chapter 5 is displayed in Table 2.2. PBLG samples are
designated by the chemical structure given by the abbreviation being used and the representative
molecular weight, i.e. PBLG-24.6 means a poly(γ-benzyl-α,L-glutamate) with a designated
molecular weight of 24,600 g mol-1. The molecular weights are calculated from the nonaggregated sample peak which accounts for 95.5 ± 1.7 % of the PBLG-134.5 and 96.0 ± 3.7 % of
the PBLG-24.6 collected mass calculated from the chromatograms. The interpretation of the
chromatograms and subsequent characterization of the PBLG samples will be expounded on in
Chapter 5.
Table 2.3: GPC-MALLS characterization of PBLG-24.6 and PBLG-134.5 performed at LSU.

Sample
Company Catalog #
Lot #
Mn / 1000
PBLG-24.6
Synthesized at LSU
22.9 ± 3.6
PBLG-134.5
Sigma
P-5386
121K5100 122.0 ± 14.0
PBLG-232*
Sigma
Unknown Unknown
230
*See references 36,67,135

Mw / 1000
27.3 ± 4.0
147.7 ± 6.0
276

PDI
1.4 ± 0.3
1.3 ± 0.1
1.2 (bimodal)

2.3.d Preparation of Labeled Poly(γ-benzyl-α,L-glutamate)
For FPR studies, PBLG molecules, dissolved in pyridine at a concentration of 1.8 mM,
were labeled with fluorescein cadaverine using a procedure slightly modified from the previous
labeling reaction.36 The following is a summary of the labeling procedure used to lightly label
PBLG molecules. Fluorescein cadaverine (Molecular Probes, Inc.) was dissolved in pyridine
where the concentrations corresponded to a ratio of two fluorescein cadaverine molecules per
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PBLG molecule. Two drops of diazabicycloundecene, DBU, was added to the pyridinefluorescein cadaverine solution. By adding DBU, a strong organic base, the acid salt of
fluorescein cadaverine is removed, and any excess DBU acts as a catalyst which increases the
reactivity of the fluorescein cadaverine. The fluorescein cadaverine/pyridine solution went from
a light orange solution with crystals at the bottom to a fully dissolved bright red color with the
DBU addition. The fluorescein cadaverine/DBU/pyridine solution was added to a
PBLG/pyridine solution with a concentration of approximately 0.04 mg mL-1 then capped and
wrapped in aluminum foil. The solution was placed in holes drilled in an aluminum block
maintained at a constant temperature of 65 oC. The solution was taken out of the block everyday
and inverted 25 times to ensure mixing and after seven days, the solution was concentrated by
blowing N2(g) over the solution. One or two drops of water was added to the solution and heated
to force a homogeneous solution; then the solution was cooled to room temperature forming a
gel. Methanol was added on top of the gel for a day to remove excess dye, water, pyridine, and
DBU. The methanol / reactant mixture was decanted from the solid labeled PBLG (LPBLG) and
discarded. The LPBLG was placed in a Soxhlet extractor for seven days where methanol
refluxed at 70 oC over the sample to remove excess dye and any left over reactants including
pyridine. The LPBLG was placed in a clean vial and dried under vacuum at 50 oC.

2.3.e PBLG Solutions Used in Fluorescence Photobleaching Recovery
A pseudosolvent was prepared by dissolving LPBLG in dry pyridine at a weight fraction
of approximately 1% for LPBLG-134.5 and 3% for LPBLG-24.6 ensuring that the fluorescence
intensity does not change significantly in the samples because the amount of fluorophores per
volume does not change. A concentrated solution was made by dissolving unlabeled PBLG with
the pseudosolvent of the same molecular weight. The weight fraction of the solution is
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calculated by dividing the total mass of the labeled and unlabeled PBLG by the total mass of the
solution. A flat microcapillary (Vitrodynamics, Inc.), pathlength 200 µm, was sealed at one end
using a Bunsen burner to melt the glass and heated slightly to remove any moisture and creating
a vacuum. The open end of the capillary was plunged into the solution LPBLG/PBLG/pyridine
solution drawing out an aliquot of approximately 0.1 µL. The aliquot was centrifuged at a low
speed to the bottom of the capillary and the remaining side sealed using a Bunsen burner once
again. The LPBLG/PBLG/pyridine solution was diluted with the pseudosolvent and the new
weight fraction of LPBLG plus PBLG calculated. The loaded samples were allowed to sit a
minimum of four days to equilibrate. The samples were run on the FPR at 25.00 ± 0.01 oC.
When measuring DSelf in the lyotropic phase, special care was taken to center the viewing area in
the middle of the colorless, non-striped area of the giraffe pattern, Figure 2.10. This ensures that
all molecules observed lay in the x-y plane.
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Figure 2.10: (A) Representative giraffe pattern found in concentrated solutions of LPBLG134.5/PBLG-134.5/pyridine (w = 0.252 for this solution). The bar is 10µm.
(B) Schematic representation of the liquid crystal alignment in the giraffe pattern.
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CHAPTER 3: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
DEXTRAN MATRIX SOLUTIONS
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1, the concepts developed were diffusion of random coil and rigid rod
polymers, and fluorescence photobleaching recovery, FPR, as an experiment to measure the
transport polymers. Chapter 2 showed in detail the FPR instrument and listed other instruments
used characterize the matrix solutions as well as the dextran and pullulan probes. In this chapter,
bulk solution properties of the dextran matrices are measured and explained. Solution properties
measured include the storage modulus and viscosity using a Rheometric Scientific SR5000
rheometer, the correlation length between matrix polymers in solution, and the branching found
in the macromolecular structure of the matrix polymers. Also, reptation and hydrodynamic
scaling are used to explain the diffusion of labeled dextran and pullulan polymers through
matrices.

3.2 FPR Data of Labeled Dextran and Pullulan Probes
FPR data of labeled dextran (FD) and pullulan (FP) diffusing in solution is presented.
Analysis of the data is performed using exponential fits (single, 1EXP or multifunction, xEXP
where the x indicates the number of exponential terms) and inverse Laplace transform, ILT. Data
obtained from the FPR indicate 1EXP decay behavior for single diffusers as expected, Figure
3.1(A) and (B). In the figure, the y-axis is the arbitrary amplitude of the fundamental of the
(initial) FPR triangular wave. Typical data for labeled dextran diffusing in a matrix solution is
shown in Figure 3.1(A) and labeled pullulan in Figure 3.1(B). 1EXP function fits the labeled
pullulan diffusing in a matrix solution better than it does for labeled dextran. Pullulan’s narrow
molecular weight range, linear structure, and light labeling contribute to the better result.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.1: An example of the analysis of the compressed data with a 1EXP for (A) FD10s
(Ronchi Ruling = 50 lines per inch; objective = 7X; K = 253.0 cm-1; bleach for one
second) and (B) FP11.8 (Ronchi Ruling = 100 lines per inch; objective = 7X; K =
505.0 cm-1; bleach for one second) diffusing through a w = 0.10 dextran matrix. The
blue fitted line is the first order exponential decay fit of the data with the residuals
shown above the curve.
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Another analysis of the data estimates the inverse Laplace transform, ILT, producing a
distribution of decay rates; CONTIN, adapted from a program Provencher162 published in 1976,
performs the ILT calculation. Figure 3.2(A) and (B) displays the ILT in CONTIN of the data in
Figure 3.1(A) and (B) overlaid with the calculated Γ from a 1EXP. For single dextran probes
diffusing in solution, the average decay rate from an ILT agrees with findings from 1EXP
rendering calibration curves built from self-diffusion values, DS, from both 1EXP and ILT equal.
A fast mode with a wide distribution and large error bars is observed in the ILT, Figure 3.2(A),
and can be deduced from the one exponential fit not working well in the beginning part of the
curve, Figure 3.1, or measured using a two exponential analysis. The fast mode does not
represent the true diffusion of the polymer molecule but diffusion of residual free dye in the
solution since no purification was performed. Figure 3.2(B) of a comparable FP molecular
weight diffusing in the same weight percent matrix solution also shows a fast decay. The fast
decay does not overlay the data, indicating that CONTIN is fitting decay rates to data that are not
sufficiently free of noise.

(A)
Figure 3.2: Illustration of the ILT overlay with the compressed data of (A) FD10s and (B)
FP11.8 diffusing through a w = 0.10 dextran matrix. The distribution is the ILT
calculated amplitudes for Γ -1,the horizontal line is the value of Γ -1 from the 1EXP
analysis, Figure 3.1(A) and (B); the residuals at the bottom are from the ILT fit.
(Continued)
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(B)
This causes the large error bars in the amplitudes of the distribution. The fast mode is not
attributed to free dye in the system since labeling and purification was done in house. From
Figures 3.1 and 3.2, data collected for a single pullulan probe diffusing in solution has the same
FPR decay shape and analyzes the same as dextran probes diffusing in matrix solutions.

3.3 Labeled Dextran Diffusing Through Dextran Matrices
The relationship between the diffusion of dextran probe through a matrix and its
molecular weight will be examined for dilute a dilute solution and matrix solutions
corresponding to the relationship D ~ M − β . From this analysis, the probes diffusing in matrix
solutions only enter a semidilute solution regime where the relationship expressed as β only
reaches a value of one. When DS vs. M for labeled dextran in water is plotted in log-log space,
the slope of the apparent line fit through the data yields β = 0.52 ± 0.03, Figure 3.3 and Table
3.1. The β value measured in this study agrees with β values for random coil polymers in dilute
solution.60 Furukawa and Ware60 measured the infinite dilution values, D0, for fluorescein and
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two different molar masses of dextran in dilute solution obtaining β = 0.52 ± 0.01. Bu and Russo
measured the diffusion of labeled dextran through the matrix of hydroxypropyl cellulose59; β in
dilute solutions of dextran in the absence of HPC present yields 0.53 ± 0.02 for molecular
weights in the range of this study. When two higher M’s are included, β becomes 0.44 ± 0.03
due to structural effects (branching) not present in the lower M’s.
As the weight percentage dextran matrix is increased, β reaches an approximate value of
one at the highest matrix weight percentage studied, Table 3.1. Hydrodynamic interactions are
being effectively screened as in Rouse type behavior.59 A secondary conclusion is the matrix is
not entangled because β never reaches the theoretical value15, β = 2 or the empirical value , 2.3
± 0.1 14,163,164 Possible reasons for the absence of entanglement could be the matrix
concentrations are not sufficiently high enough or branching in dextran matrix molecules
interfering with the mechanism of enmeshment. The matrix may have an affect on the size of the
probe radius. As the concentration of the matrix increases, the molecules begin to crowd upon
themselves making a semidilute solution. This crowding causes the molecules in the system to
collapse upon themselves up to the point that to gain free energy, the polymers expand or uncoil.
The effect the crowding of the larger molecular weight matrix on the smaller probes is that they
shrink thus sieving is made easier than through an entangled state.
Dependence of DS on w for dextran probes for the different M’s is displayed in Figure
3.4(A). According to reptation theory, DS ~ c −ϕ ,where ϕ = 1.75 in semidilute and concentrated
solutions for a constant M.16,25 FD4, FD10s, and FD20 display stronger dependence on w but
not the expected ϕ, Figure 3.4(B). As the probe molecular weight increases, the exponent
decreases to -1.76 for FD40 leveling at approximately -1.7 for FD70 and FD150, which is close
to the reptation value of ϕ = -1.75 for semidilute and concentrated solutions.16,24,25
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Figure 3.3: Fluorescently tagged dextrans diffusing through unlabeled dextran matrix of Mw =
2,000,000 Da. No Matrix (z), 5% w/w Matrix (■), 10% w/w Matrix (), 15%
w/w Matrix (), 20% w/w Matrix (○), and 25% w/w Matrix (Ì)

Table 3.1: Matrix weight percent, molar mass dependence values, and correlation of data with
fit of data in Figure 3.3

Matrix % w/w
No Matrix
5
10
15
20
25

β
0.52 ± 0.03
0.77 ± 0.04
0.89 ± 0.05
1.01 ± 0.05
1.04 ± 0.08
1.13 ± 0.08
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Correlation Coefficient
0.993
0.995
0.993
0.995
0.984
0.990
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Figure 3.4: (a) Dependence of DS on weight percent of matrix for different fluorescein labeled
probes: FD4(z), FD10s(■), FD20(), FD40(), FD70(○), FD150(Ì) (b) Change
in ϕ with respect to probe molecular weight

3.4 Labeled Pullulan Diffusing Through Dextran Matrices
Pullulan is a polysaccharide standard with narrow molecular weight distributions used for
GPC calibration. The structure of pullulan, shown in Chapter 2, deviates chemically very little
from dextran allowing the matrices to stay the same. Diffusion of labeled pullulans in buffer
solutions demonstrates a β coefficient expected for solutions in dilute solutions, about ½, Figure
3.5. As the matrix solution’s concentration increases, the β value approaches one as it did for the
dextran probes, Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1 It never reaches the theoretical β = 2 value for
entangled solutions. Matrix solutions were not made at higher concentrations than w = 0.15
because the behavior of the probes diffusing in solution showed no significant improvement
from the dextran probes.
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Figure 3.5: Fluorescently tagged pullulans diffusing through dextran matrices. No Matrix (z),
5% w/w (■), 10% w/w (), 15% w/w ()
Table 3.2: Matrix weight percent, molar mass dependence values, and correlation of data with
fit of data in Figure 3.5

Matrix % w/w
No Matrix
5
10
15

β
0.54 ± 0.04
0.82 ± 0.02
0.91 ± 0.04
0.92 ± 0.04

Correlation with Data
0.994
0.999
0.997
0.998

Figure 3.6 shows the dependence of DS on w for pullulan probes of different molecular
weights. The parameter ϕ begins at a value close to one for the smallest pullulan probe then
approaches a value of approximately 1.3 which is considerably smaller than the theoretical
prediction of 1.75 in contrast to dextran probes diffusing through matrix solutions where the
measure ϕ reaches a value of 1.75. A possibility for the deviation in the two systems is
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difference in structure between pullulan and dextran.16,25 Pullulan is a linear polysaccharide
while dextran exhibits branching; see Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion. One expects
more interaction between the matrix and linear probe but the data indicates less interactions
between the pullulan probes and dextran matrix, Figure 3.7.
10
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Figure 3.6: (A) Dependence of DS on matrix weight fraction for different labeled pullulan
molecular weights: MPullulan =11,800 (z), 22,800 (■), 47,300 (▲), 100,000 (),
380,000 (Ì) (B) Change in ϕ with respect to probe molecular weight

(B)

(A)

Figure 3.7: Representation of the fluorescein labeled dextran (A) and pullulan (B) probe
diffusing through a matrix solution. The line structures represent the probe molecule
and the circles the probe matrix molecules.

For both the dextran and pullulan probes, the matrix may have an affect on their radii. As
the concentration of the matrix increases, the molecules begin to crowd upon themselves making
a semidilute solution. This crowding causes the molecules in the system to collapse upon
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themselves up to the point that to gain free energy, the polymers expand or uncoil. The effect the
crowding of the larger molecular weight matrix on the smaller probes is that they shrink thus
sieving is easier than through an entangled system.164-170

3.5 Molecular Structure of Dextran Matrix Molecules
Dextran is described as a hyperbranched molecule for M’s greater than 150,000 Da.171-173
Short chain branching in dextran interferes with entanglement because the molecules crowd upon
themselves, never interweaving. When there are short chains throughout a polymer, it resembles
the top of a tree, and when two hyperbranched polymers are forced together, the macromolecules
barely penetrate the outer surface of each other like two canopies colliding in the wind. The
fluorescein labeled dextrans give a relationship Rg~M 0.41 when the radii measured for FD150
and FD500s are plotted against the molecular weight, Figure 3.8. Data for molecular weights of
FD70 and FD40 are shown but not included in the analysis because the limit of the instrument
for determining radius is exceeded. The expected result for a linear chain in good solvent is

Rg ~M 0.6 or Rg ~M 0.5 for theta conditions. From the data in Figure 3.8, the aqueous salt solvent
used to characterize the dextrans can be considered a theta solvent; this is not the case since the
solvent is a good solvent.174-177 The deviation between the results and theoretical relationship is
due to branching in the molecules. Also included in Figure 3.8 is data indicating matrix dextran
polymers are densely packed molecules because Rg~M 0.13 which can be stated as M~R 8. The
relationship supports the conclusion the matrix dextran molecules have a high degree of short
and long chain branching since the radius does not change very much as the molecular weight
increases even though the exponent is much different than expected for impenetrable spheres,
three.5 The high degree of branching indicated by the radius to molecular weight relationship is
a possible explanation for the lack of entanglement seen in the system. As the overlap
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concentration is approached, the outer shells of the molecules begin to interact and the molecules
shrink to a finite radius. At this point, a linear random coil is thought to unravel into a long
chain, but since the cores have numerous branching points, the matrix dextran deswell due to
crowding further shrinking them.178

Rg ~ M

(0.158 ± 0.002)

Rg ~ M

R g / nm

10

Matrix Dextran

FD500s

FD70

FD40

FD150

1

5

(0.410 ± 0.005)

6

10

M

10

Figure 3.8: Representative radius of gyration versus molecular weight. The solid green squares
are from FD500s, solid green circles are FD150, open green squares are FD70, open
green circles are FD40, and the solid black squares are the dextran matrix. The lines
through the data are linear fits from Origin 6.1. The arrows indicate Mw of the
samples included.

3.6 Bulk Solution Properties of Dextran Matrix Solutions
Using bulk solution properties, the entanglement concentration can be determined by the
independence of the storage modulus, G′, on the oscillation frequency, ω analogous to the
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plateau modulus observed for the entanglement molecular weight measurement in melts.6 The
storage modulus is a measure of elasticity of the solution giving an indication of the the amount
of interactions for the molecules. Figure 3.9 shows G′ as a function of oscillation frequency
steadily increasing over the range of ω for dextran matrix solutions. It never levels off into a
plateau, indicating the molecules are not entangling. The storage modulus decreases slightly
with concentration at every oscillation frequency illustrated in Figure 3.10 possibly due to
branching. As the matrix polymers come closer together, the molecules could deswell due to a
crowding effect and the inability to intertwine leading to a decrease in elasticity. The data
concures with the hypothesis of a hyperbranched polymer not allowing for entanglements to
occur since the between matrix molecules are not changing much from 5-25% w/w dextran
matrix solution. (Figures 3.9 and 3.10)
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Figure 3.9: Example of storage modulus, G′, as a function of frequencies for different dextran
matrix concentrations: w = 5% (■), 10%(▲), 15%(), 20%(○), and 25%(Ì)
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the change of G′ over the range of dextran matrix concentrations at
oscillation frequencies 2 Hz (●), 5 Hz (■), 10 Hz (▲), 20 Hz (). Stress settings are
listed in Section 2.2.c.

The viscosity increase in matrix solutions, Figure 3.11, explains the “slowing” of the
diffusion coefficients seen in Figure 3.4. Viscosity is the impedence of a solution to flow and as
more polymers are added to solution, fluidity decreases or the “thickness” of the solution
increases. The shear viscosity was measured over a range of shearing frequencies and averaged
over the range since no change in viscosity was observed. A scaling relationship between
semidilute solution viscosity, η, to concentration was explained by de Gennes in 1976, Equation
3.1.6,179,180 He used the Flory parameter, ν, linking radius to molecular weight but for
convenience, the parameter used here is β which relates diffusion to molecular weight.
−3

 1  ( 3β −1)
η ~ 
c

3.1
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where η is the solution viscosity, c is the concentration (w for this study), and β comes from the
relationship between DS and M in dilute solution, β = 0.6 for good solvents and 0.5 for Θ
conditions. The negative sign in the coefficient is from not reporting a negative sign associated
with β.
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10

1

0.1
10
-1

w

Figure 3.11: Viscosity of dextran matrix solutions as function of w-1. Black line is the scaling
model for good solvents and the red line is the scaling model for Θ conditions. The
arrow indicates the viscosity at w = 0 (pure solvent). The averages are from the
average over the range of shearing frequencies scanned.

Comparing the data to the scaling relationships demonstrates the buffer is a good solvent for
dextran. The deviation from the linear relationship expected over the range of concentrations is
rooted in the branching of the dextran molecules. The tendency of the viscosity to become
constant gives rise to molecular deswelling of the molecules as they are jammed closer and
closer together at higher matrix concentrations.
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3.7 Correlation Length of Dextran Matrix Molecules in Solution
Distance from one molecule to another in solution is defined as the correlation length, ξ,
and can be measured using small angle x-ray scattering, SAXS, or neutron scattering, SANS.
SAXS measurements of the dextran matrices were measured at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory, SSRL, and the scattering profiles are displayed in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Overlay of scattering from dextran matrices in 5mM NaN3 with the following
weight fractions: ■0.05 ●0.10 ▲0.15 0.20 ○0.25

The scattering traces were fitted using a Guinier analysis to compute ξ, Equation 3.2. 181
Analysis was performed using the peak as the starting point and fitting to the end of the data. An
example of the analysis is shown in Figure 3.13 for the dextran matrix with a weight fraction of
0.10. Scattering in the higher q range is noisier than the lower q range because the scattering
from the solution approaches the combined dark counts and solvent scattering.
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I S − I B = Ae −ξ

2 2

q

3.2

where IB is combined dark counts and solvent scattering, IS is the solution scattered intensity, A
is the amplitude of the exponential decay, q the scattering vector, and ξ the correlation length.
Origin 6.1 non-linear least squares fitting of a single exponential decay generated the fit of the
scattering data as in the example shown in Figure 3.12. Beginning values of A and ξ were varied
until the lowest χ2 and best R2 were obtained. The starting point and ending point of the fit is
roughly the top of the scattering peak to the maximum q and is set manually.
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Figure 3.13: Representative data and exponential fit (Equation 3.2) of SAXS experiment for w =
0.10 dextran matrix solution.
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The Ornstein-Zernike formula182 is another model to obtain ξ from SAXS data, Equation 3.3.

I (q ) = I (q = 0) (1 + ξ 2 q 2 )

3.3

Shimizu et al have used Equation 3.3 to measure the correlation lengths of poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) under different conditions.182-184 Figure 3.14 shows a plot and fit of the
Ornstein-Zernike formula to the same data shown in Figure 3.13. The q2 range is determined by
the linear range of the data in the low q range for the fit to be valid. A comparison of ξ values
from the two fits can be found in Figure 3.15 agreeing with each other within fitting errors for

w≥0.10.
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Figure 3.14: Ornstein-Zernike fit of SAXS experiment for w = 0.10 dextran matrix solution.
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The scaling relation between ξ and the volume fraction of polymer in solution, φ,
developed by deGennes is shown in Equation 3.4.16

ξ ~ w−

3

3.4

4

where w is used instead of φ for comparison to measured data. A couple of restrictions are
placed on Equation 3.4 for it to be true: the solution must be semidilute and the solvent is a good
solvent otherwise the exponent becomes -½ for a marginal solvent or -1 for Θ conditions16 or
concentrated solutions.185 Correlation lengths from the two analysis models (Guinier and
Ornstein-Zernike) and theoretical predictions are shown in Figure 3.15. Ornstein-Zernike
analysis results indicate the dextran matrix solutions are in the semidilute regime. Guinier
analysis of the matrices agrees with the Ornstein-Zernike results except for the 5% matrix
solution suggesting the solution is in the dilute regime. At zero weight fraction of dextran, the
distance between molecules is expected to be infinity meaning the polymers do not interact with
each other. The finite correlation lengths indicate the molecules are in close proximity resulting
in a sieving behavior for the probes diffusing through the semidilute solutions. Both sets of data
lead to the conclusion sodium azide is a good solvent for dextran since the -¾ exponent in
Equation 3.4 is for solutions with good solvents in the semidilute region.
Visually examining the scattering patterns from the dextran matrices in Figure 3.12, a
peak in the scattering maximum can be discerned from every solution migrating to greater
scattering lengths (q) as the solution weight fraction increases. If the molecules are densely
packed hyperbranched molecules, they will act more like spheres in solution. The scattering
from spheres in solution measures the distance between their center-of-mass; similarly, the
observed scattering peak q (denoted as qmax) measures the spacing between the center-of-mass
(correlation length, ξpeak) of the polymers when 2π is divided by qmax.
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Figure 3.15: Correlation length as a function of matrix weight fraction. Black circles are from a
Guinier analysis, and blue squares are from an Ornstein-Zernike analysis. The
black line is the theoretical result computed from Equation 3.4.

A method to discern which correlation length accurately describes the system is to
compare ξ (Guinier or Ornstein-Zernike), ξpeak, and the theoretical correlation length (ξcv), Figure
3.16. To calculate ξcv, divide the cubed root of the solvent volume by the total number of
polymer molecules. The data in Figure 3.16 shows that the Guinier and Ornstein-Zernike ξ are
lower than ξcv, while ξpeak agrees with ξcv supporting the conclusion that the matrix molecules are
densely packed hyperbranched molecules acting as spheres instead of an entangling mesh.
Comparing ξpeak and ξcv to the radius of the dextran and pullulan probes, the weak interaction
between the matrix and probe molecules is due to the radii of the probes being smaller than the
spacing between the matrix molecules illustrated in Figure 3.17. The dextran and pullulan
probes are sieving past the hyperbranched matrix molecules without having to entangle.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of Guinier ξ (●), Ornstein-Zernike ξ (○), ξpeak (●), and ξcv(●) with
respect to dextran matrix weight fraction. ξcv is calculated using a molecular
weight of 2,000,000 g mol-1.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of dextran matrices ξpeak (●), ξcv(●), Rh of the dextran (●), and
pullulan probes (○). ξcv is calculated using a molecular weight of 2 x 106 g mol-1,
and Rh is calculated from D0 measured with fluorescence photobleaching recovery.
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3.8 Langevin-Rondelez Model
Langevin and Rondelez186 proposed a simple stretched exponential to describe the
diffusion of probes in semidilute solutions or gels, Equation 3.5. The study proposing the scaling
relation concluded the reduced diffusion is based on the radius of the probe and correlation
length of the matrix and not the molecular weight of either. Recently, Phillies and Streletzky
revisited the idea of microrheology in polymer solutions using probe diffusers.187 They
concluded the stretched exponential in Equation 3.5 agrees with the earlier work by Langevin
and Rondelez for semidilute solutions of a matrix with a single molecular weight.
  R δ 
DProbe
= exp − α   
D0
  ξ  

3.5

DProbe is the diffusion of the probe through the solution, D0 is the infinitely dilute limit of the
probe diffusion, R is its radius (hydrodynamic radius, Rh, or radius of gyration, Rg, can be used),
and ξ is the correlation length of the matrix. The parameter δ is expected to be 2.5 for rigid gel
matrices and in solutions it should be less. Since Equation 3.5 is from a proposed scaling law, α
is a scaling parameter that can be adjusted to obtain the best fit. Included in α, are the solution
properties of the mixtures; other forms of the equation set α = 1 and include solution terms
separate i.e. a normalized viscosity term. Data collected in this study measures D, D0, ξ, and Rh
allowing a master curve to be constructed. Rh is calculated from D0 using the Stokes-Einstein
equation with a temperature of 298 K and assuming the buffer viscosity is the same for water, 1
cP. Using a non-linear least squares analysis to fit Equation 3.5 (Origin 6.1), the parameter
calculated for Equation 3.5 for labeled dextran diffusing through dextran matrices are δ = 0.649
± 0.040 and α = 0.834 ± 0.034, Figure 3.18(A). Russo and Bu measured an average δ of 0.63 for
labeled dextran diffusing in solutions of (hydroxypropyl) cellulose, which is not much different
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from the calculated δ in this study suggesting the matrix is not gel-like as concluded by Bu and
Russo. The fit of the Langevin-Rondelez model to labeled pullulan diffusing through the dextran
matrix solutions is shown in Figure 3.18(B) and has the following values: δ = 0.516 ± 0.048 and

α = 0.876 ± 0.047. The δ measured is close to the dextran values measured, and indicates the
probes are diffusing in dextran matrices that behave as Langevin and Rondelez imagined
semidilute solutions should. If δ approaches 2.5, the matrices would behave as concentrated,
entangled networks resembling a rigid gel, but the measured δ is close to previously measured

δ’s indicating semidilute solutions.
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Figure 3.18: Langevin-Rondelez analysis of (A) labeled dextran and (B) labeled pullulan
diffusing through dextran matrix solutions. The key to the figures are as follows:
(A) ■ FD4 ● FD10s ▲FD20  FD40 ○ FD70 Ì FD150
(B) ■ LP11.8 ● LP22.8 ▲LP47.3  LP100 ○ LP380 (Continued)
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3.9 Summary
Diffusion of labeled dextran and pullulan probes through dextran matrices indicate
semidilute solutions for the studied concentrations. Bulk solution properties display the
semidilute nature of the matrices. SAXS data coupled with scaling concepts introduced by de
Gennes indicate semidilute solutions are present but not concentrated solutions. The next
chapter explains how an inverse Laplace transform calculates distributions of decay rates from
FPR traces and the subsequent distribution of molecular weights. Simulations are performed
assuming concentrated matrices are used to separate two molecular weights. Finally, two
examples of separating a mixture of two probe molecular weight distributions are presented
using matrix FPR.
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CHAPTER 4: CONTIN ANALYSIS, SIMULATIONS, AND SEPARATION
RESULTS FOR FLUORESCENCE PHOTOBLEACHING RECOVERY
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter discussed the properties of the dextran matrix solutions used to
enhance the detection of molecular weight distributions by fluorescence photobleaching
recovery, FPR. This chapter explains an algorithm to calculate molecular weight distributions
from the FPR signals using inverse Laplace transform analysis, ILT, performed by the program
CONTIN. CONTIN is a subprogram of the FPR data analysis program ANSCAN coded by Dr.
Wieslaw Stryjewski at Louisiana State University in Professor Paul Russo’s laboratory. Validity
and limitations of CONTIN are examined by simulating FPR measured decay profiles of
diffusion from binary molecular weight mixtures, and these decay profiles were analyzed with
CONTIN in an attempt to detect the two simulated molecular weight distributions. Finally,
representative systems of dextran and pullulan mixtures are examined in an attempt to resolve
binary molecular weight distributions.

4.2 Inverse Laplace Transform and CONTIN
Inverse Laplace transform has been demonstrated as a method to calculate molecular
weight distributions from dynamic light scattering, DLS.99,103,188-190 Colloidal size distributions
have been measured with FPR in the same manner,151 and the use of ILT, specifically CONTIN,
has been alluded to as a method to calculate molecular weight distributions from FPR data by
Russo et al.59,67 A discussion of how CONTIN calculates decay rate, Γ, distributions and
consequently converts Γ to molecular weight is presented since ILT is used to characterize
molecular weight distributions.
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Three methods to obtain Γ are used in FPR experiments: cumulants, discrete exponential
fitting, and ILT. The method of cumulants calculates the overall average of decay rates, Γ ,
using the beginning part of the decay curve, C(t), Equation 4.1.71,191



d(ln (C (t ) − B ))
t lim
→ 0
=




dt

− ∑ Ai Γ i
i

∑A

i

i


= Γ



4.1

where C(t) is the contrast signal generated in FPR, B the baseline of the decay curve, Ai the
coefficient representing the contribution a particular term, and t is time. Polynomial functions
are used to calculate Γ from decay curves; perhaps the most widely used is a 3rd order
polynomial fit, Equation 4.2.

K 2 t 2 K 3t 3
ln(C (t ) − B) = A − Γt +
−
2!
3!

4.2

where A is the extrapolated intercept of the fit at t = 0, and the K terms are moments of the fit.
The second moment, K2, of the fit is a good measure of the relative width of the distribution
2

when normalized by Γ . Similarly, K3 is a measure of the asymmetry of the distribution when
2

normalized by Γ and K22 and equals zero if the for a perfect Gaussian distribution. For best
results, the baseline and number of data points are varied and the measured Γ ’s compared.
Discrete exponential fitting results are more specific because an exponential decay
function, or a multiple exponential function, is fit to the decay profile to estimate Γ’’s and A’s.
As one of the adjustable parameters appears in a transcendental argument (the exponent) this is a
nonlinear least squares fit. In the case of more than one mode of diffusion in the decay profile,
the fitting function is expanded to include more than one exponential term, Equation 4.3, where 5
is the upper limit of functions that can be included.
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C(t) = B +

M <5

∑ A exp(− Γ t )
i =1

i

4.3

i

When fitting the decay profile, the baseline, B, is determined from the curve by the user, the
amplitude, A, and Γ is calculated using a non-linear least squares algorithm. Discrete
exponential fitting Γ results in values usually agree with the distribution median calculated from
ILT.
Inverse Laplace transform results are the most daring of the three methods since it calculates
decay rate distributions representing the true distribution of polymer components diffusing in the
sample. The results from ILT can be converted to self-diffusion coefficients, DSelf, for the FPR
experiment, which in turn can be converted to molecular weight distributions from calibration
curves or directly to hydrodynamic radius with the Stokes-Einstein relationship. The following
discussion of how CONTIN calculates the ILT of FPR decay profiles was taken from Russo et
al, “A New Look at Distribution Analysis of Dynamic Light Scattering Data, Using Only a
Microcomputer”, the article by Štěpánek, “Data analysis in dynamic light scattering”, and the
article by Bott, “Polydispersity Analysis of QELS Data by a Smoothed Inverse Laplace
Transform”.192-194 FPR experiments generate decay profiles of contrast, C(t), vs. time, t,
analogous to autocorrelation functions, g(1)(τ), measured in dynamic light scattering, DLS.
Provencher showed how ILT of autocorrelation functions, g(1)(τ), from DLS obtains decay rate
distributions therefore ILT can be applied for similar decay curves measured in FPR.195 As
shown earlier, decay profiles from FPR experiments can be analyzed by an exponential decay
functions for a species diffusing in solution, Equation 4.3. Decay profiles from a polydisperse
sample are a summation of exponential functions, each one describing the diffusion of a
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particular diffuser in the sample which can be described by a continuous distribution, Equation
4.4.
∞

C (t ) ≈ B + C (0) ∫ A( Γ ) exp(− Γt )dΓ

4.4

0

where A(Γ ) are the amplitudes of the decay rates, Γ , B is the baseline of the decay curve, C(0) is
the initial contrast of the signal, and C(t) is the measured contrast over time. The amplitudes are
indicative of the concentration, c, of a given diffusing component in the sample, Equation 4.5, if
the number of dyes attached to a given molecule increases proportionally to the molecular weight
of the polymer. This scenario exists for dyes randomly attached to a polymer.
A( Γ ) ∝ cM

4.5

The decay rate, Γ, in the distribution function, A(Γ), is directly related to diffusion, which
depends inversely on matrix concentration, cMatrix, (in the form of viscosity the probe
experiences, η(cMatrix)) and size of the diffusing component.7
Γ ~ D ~ η(c Matrix ) R -1
−1

4.6

The distribution in Equation 4.4 has to be Laplace inverted to obtain A(Γ).
Solutions for A(Γ ) are not precise values unless the measured curve is a smooth decay
with no error or irregularities. The problem is referred to as an ill-posed problem because the
number of parameters required for realistic distributions usually exceeds the tolerable degrees of
freedom within the noise. CONTIN attempts to calculate the most realistic distribution by
minimizing a modified χ2 to discern meaningful and meaningless distributions. Restricting the
detail sought by the fit to a carefully chosen set of Γ ’s helps avoid the problem of meaningless
results by not including exponential functions that are able to reproduce the decay curve but
which are not physically probable. Once a suitable range of Γ ’s, {Γ }, is chosen, CONTIN
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divides {Γ } into a predetermined number of channels (or “grid points”) in log space then fits
Equation 4.4 to the curve. Fitting in this manner is similar to linear least squares fitting and χ2 is
calculated in the same manner. Negative amplitudes are discarded because they are physically
unrealistic. In addition to choosing {Γ} and throwing away negative amplitudes, the principle of
parsimony, which states the distribution must be relatively smooth, is employed in the form of
regularization by the addition of an extra term, F(A{Γ}), to χ2 defining χ2Modified, Equation 4.7.

χ 2 Modified = χ 2 + F( A{ Γ })

4.7

The extra term, F(A{Γ}), Equation 4.8, is the smoothing term or regularizer because it makes χ2
examine a given A(Γ), or “grid point” in relation to its neighbors. The order of the regularizer
is given by k which is 2 for FPR analysis but can be a number from 0 to 5.
N M -k

F( A{ Γ }) = ε ∑ ∑ [Ai exp(− Γ i tν ) − A i + k exp(− Γ i + k tν )]

2

4.8

ν =1 i =1

Strength of F(A{Γ}) is given by the smoothing or parsimony parameter, ε. The parameter k
determines whether to compare nearest neighbors, next nearest neighbors, etc., when imposing
the parsimony requirement. From parsimony, inherent widening of the peaks in the spectrum
occurs even for a monodisperse sample. The regularizer’s value decreases as the solution
becomes more detailed, penalizing variations in the result because χ2 is not minimized until the
solutions are within the “most acceptable” values of each other. Each time the regularizer is
decreased another fit is done and the result is reported to the user; CONTIN’s “Chosen Result” is
the fit with the lowest χ2Modified resulting in the smoothest curve.

4.3 Conversion of Decay Rate Distributions to Molecular Weight Distributions
Two simple steps remain once CONTIN fits the amplitudes for the ILT of the decay
curve generated by FPR to determine the molecular weight distribution of the sample. The first
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is to calculate the diffusion coefficient from Γ which is accomplished by the division of Γ by K2,
a parameter defined by the spacing between the projected stripes in the sample, l, (see Chapter 2
for FPR setup), Equation 4.9.

K=

2π
l

4.9

Cumulants renders an average diffusion coefficient of the sample, DAvg; discrete
exponential fitting calculates discrete self-diffusion coefficients, DSelf; and CONTIN results in a
distribution of diffusion coefficients for the components in solution. The second step is to
convert D to M using a calibration plot. Chapter 3 shows calibration plots of DSelf vs. M for
different matrix concentrations and discusses the physical properties of each solution.
Theoretically, for dilute solutions the scaling relationship of D ~ M

− 12

is a good calibration

equation while for semidilute solutions and solutions where hydrodynamic interactions can be
negated D ~ M −1 is a better relationship.6,19,179 A more optimal relationship occurs when
solutions are entangled otherwise considered to be concentrated16,25 where D ~ M −2 .

4.4 Simulations
Simulated data of binary M mixtures were used to examine the validity and limitations of
CONTIN analysis. In order to explore the potential of FPR under nearly optimal conditions,
polymer matrix solutions were assumed to be in the reptation regime defining the molecular
weight / diffusion relationship, D ~ M −2 . Empirical data suggests D ~ M −2.3± 0.1 but for this
examination the theoretical result from reptation is used.14,16,27 Molecular weights chosen for
simulations are in the range of experimental M’s for calibration curves in Chapter 2 and given in
Table 4.1. Given an M, the diffusion coefficient is calculated using the formula
log D = −2 log M + I and picking an arbitrary intercept, I. A K parameter is selected from known
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values calibrated for FPR, Chapter 1, then Γ is calculated using Γ = DK 2 ; the K parameter
selected to calculate the diffusion coefficients is 253.0 cm-1.

Table 4.1: Molecular weights used to generate Γ from corresponding calculated D.

M
10,000
20,000
40,000
57,000
80,000
113,000
160,000

D / 10-7 cm2 s-1
20.0
5.0
1.25
0.625
0.313
0.156
0.078

Γ / s-1
0.128
0.032
0.008
0.004
0.002
0.001
0.0005

Sample curves are generated with a subprogram in ANSCAN, shown in Figure 4.1. The
main purpose of this subroutine is to test whether distributions returned by CONTIN are realistic
at a given noise level. Such a feature is vital to any ILT algorithm, even though it is not often
supplied in commercial software. Here, the routine provides a convenient way to determine the
resolution limits of FPR under hypothetical circumstances. Discrete values of Γ are input in the
appropriate places and simulated experimental conditions are defined in the program as follows:
zero percent parasitic photobleaching, 300 points of data, 3% error in the collected data (typical
for brightly fluorescing samples but can be higher) and a DC level of 1.5. The parameters were
chosen consistently to generate the data (see Chapter 2 for the meaning of the DC level). Time
of acquisition was varied ensuring a baseline was established. Two decay rates, Γ ’s, with A1 =
A2 were input for the parameter; equal amplitudes indicate the level of fluorescence associated
with the two diffusers are the same which is proportional to the labeling level, concentration, and
environmental conditions. The decay curve is generated by pressing “OK”, Figure 4.2. A1 and
A2 are amplitudes associated with the decay rates composing the diffusion profile with the only
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constraint being ∑ A i ≤ 10 (an arbitrary number chosen because the maximum contrast signal is
i

10 volts in the FPR instrument).

Figure 4.1: Representative ANSCAN menu used to generate simulated data.

The following is a representative case of simulated data where two Γ’s, 0.128 (M =
10,000) and 0.004 (M = 57,000), are used to generate the simulated data. Amplitudes are set at 4
for each Γ, and the number of data points used in the simulated acquisition is 300. The time of
acquisition is set for 3600 seconds. The simulated decay curve is shown in Figure 4.2 and the
ANSCAN analysis is discussed in relation to Figures 4.3 (A)-(C).
Representative chosen CONTIN Γ distributions of the simulated data in Figure 4.2 with
different amounts of data points are given in Figure 4.3. Discrete exponential fitting of the
simulated data in Figure 4.2, residuals (V) of the ILT (II), and the simulated data (I) are included
in the figures.
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Figure 4.2: Representative simulated FPR data. The x-axis is time and the y-axis is the contrast
explained in Chapter 1 for all plots. The level of noise used to simulate the data is
3%. The flat lines are the simulated DC signal. (A) Linear-Linear scale
representation (B) Information about simulation file (C) Logarithm-Linear scale
representation (D) Linear-Logarithm scale representation

Overlaying CONTIN and discrete exponential fitting with the simulated data displays which part
of the decay curve mostly contributes to the fits. The discrete exponential fitting includes two
exponential terms, 2EXP (III), due to priori knowledge of the expected results. The heights from
2EXP analysis indicate relative percentages of each diffusive mode. As seen in Figures 4.3 (A)(C), the discrete exponential fitting Γ ’s agree with the average value of the two distributions
measured. Results from 2EXP show a measured 1:1 ratio of the 2 molecular weight species but
CONTIN does not. Another evident aspect is the broadening of the peaks even though discrete
values for Γ ’s were programmed in the simulation due to smoothing. Error bars (IV) shown in
CONTIN decrease from Figure 4.3(A) to 4.3(C) due to an increase in the number of points in the
simulation. The reason for the decrease in the error bars is rooted in the few points available in
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the early part of the curve because the decay is photon starved at the shorter times. In order for
the amplitude associated with each grid point to be well determined by the fitting procedure,
there must be quiet data at the associated time scale in the experiment. For example, a grid point
fixed at Γ = 0.1 s-1 requires noise free data at approximately 10seconds in the decay. The
associated amplitude will be large if data points near by indicate significant decay is taking place
on the 10 second time scale. CONTIN assigns grid points on a logarithmic scale to {Γ }. The
more points in the decay curve results in the curve being better represented and the fitted A(Γ )’s
more indicative of the true amplitudes making the answers less noisy. All the analysis done in
this chapter regarding CONTIN is done with an assigned 64 channels which is the maximum
number of channels allowed. Simulations were done with 300 points as stated earlier so the
amount of noise in the results plots are not shown, conserving space. The peak on the left side of
Figure 4.3 (A)-(C) corresponds to M = 10,000 and the peak on the right side corresponds to M =
57,000.
CONTIN separation results of simulated binary mixtures diffusing in entangled solutions
are shown in Figures 4.4-4.9. The three dimensional, 3-D, plots show the chosen fits from
CONTIN of the distributions detected from simulated binary mixtures. CONTIN uses a
statistical analysis to decide the least detailed fit or smoothest fit consistent with the data. The
figures group similar separations from a particular molecular weight for easy comparisons. The
axis labeled M is molecular weight and the axis on the side is the molecular weight being
separated from the common M. 2EXP analysis separates the M’s agreeing with the average of
the peaks for separated M’s. Plots next to the 3-D plots display the peak values in the 3-D plots
with the corresponding calculated amplitudes next to the point; the horizontal line is the common

M being separated and the diagonal is a 1:1 reference line. Separations show CONTIN can
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separate large differences in M easily and accurately for the conditions simulated. No detected
separation is calculated from the binary mixtures of M = 10,000/20,000; 57,000/80,000; or
80,000/113,000, and no baseline resolution is seen for the binary mixtures of M = 20,000/40,000;
40,000/57,000; or 40,000/80,000.
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1000

10000

Separation of the binary mixture of M = 113,000/160,000 produces two peaks but the detection
of M = 113,000 is out of the range of acceptable detection limits. For best results as displayed in
the separation results, a difference greater than a factor of 2 is needed in Γ ’s (which is the
fundamental controlling principle) and molecular weights >20,000 for accurate and precise
detection of the molecular weight distributions. Dilute solutions require a difference of a factor
of 4 in M for separation. This study shows the difference decreases to a factor of about 1.4 for
entangled solutions. Relative amounts of M’s separated display a greater relative concentration
of higher M because A(Γ ) ~ cM. Since the amplitudes entered into the simulation were equal,
corresponding to equal concentrations, the higher the molecular weight component of A(Γ )
results in greater amplitudes for the higher M ’s peak. Detected peaks for M’s lower than 10,000
originate from CONTIN attempting to fit the noise in the data for all the figure because decay
rates programmed in the simulation does not include corresponding Γ ’s for M ’s < 10,000.
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Figure 4.4: (A) 3-D representation of the graphs from CONTIN separating M = 10,000 from
different M ’s. The x-axis is the detected M and the y-axis is the simulated M.
(B) Peak values of simulated M vs. detected M. The numbers next to the points
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Figure 4.5: (A) 3-D representation of the graphs from CONTIN separating M = 20,000 from
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Figure 4.6: (A) 3-D representation of the graphs from CONTIN separating M = 40,000 from
different M ’s. The x-axis is the detected M and the y-axis is the simulated M.
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Figure 4.7: (A) 3-D representation of the graphs from CONTIN separating M = 57,000 from
different M ’s. The x-axis is the detected M and the y-axis is the simulated M.
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Figure 4.8: (A) 3-D representation of the graphs from CONTIN separating M = 80,000 from
different M ’s. The x-axis is the detected M and the y-axis is the simulated M.
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Figure 4.9: (A) 3-D representation of the graphs from CONTIN separating M = 113,000 from
different M ’s. The x-axis is the detected M and the y-axis is the simulated M.
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4.5 Experimental Estimations of Molecular Weight Distributions in
Polysaccharide Systems
Simulations show detecting a binary molecular weight distribution is feasible using FPR
in conjuction with CONTIN, if the reptation limit of β = 2 can be reached and for realistic levels
of noise. Further testing the hypothesis of FPR being valid to measure molecular weight
distributions, representative polysaccharide systems were examined experimentally. The first
system consisted of two fluorescein isothiocyanate labeled dextrans, FD, diffusing in the dextran
matrix solutions discussed in Chapter 3. The two labeled dextrans chosen for examination are
FD20, approximate M of 20,000 Da, and FD70, approximate M of 70,000, obtained from Sigma
Chemical Company. Solutions of dextran matrix were made by mixing the dry FD20 and FD70
with no prior preparation or fluorescent measurements in a vial with a combined total mass < 0.1
mg. A previously prepared matrix solution (see Chapter 2 for details; when the concentration is
referred to as “No Matrix” the solution is a dilute solution made from a phosphate buffer
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solution153 at pH = 7.4, ionic strength = 0.10) was added, dissolving the labeled dextrans.
Solutions were inverted more than 25 times ensuring proper mixing and allowed to sit for 2-3
hours. The sample was loaded into a flat capillary with a pathlength of 0.2 mm (see Chapter 2
for loading procedure) and allowed 3 hours to rest even though this time is not required. Three
measurements of the diffusion profile were done with FPR and analyzed using 2EXP and
CONTIN. Molecular weights were calculated by the procedure outlined previously.
CONTIN separation results from the FD20/FD 70 mixtures are shown in Figures 4.10
(A)–(F) and tabulated results are given in Table 4.2. Chromatograms are an average of three
normalized results from three different measurements; error bars for amplitudes, A, are the
standard deviation of the A for a given M. Averaging of chromatograms is possible since the
range of Γ measured in CONTIN and the number of points between the minimum Γ and
maximum Γ is kept constant. Scaling of the chromatograms is accomplished by dividing the
amplitude associated with each decay value by the sum of all amplitudes then multiplying by an
arbitrary number so details can be seen. Number average molecular weight, Mn, weight average
molecular weight, Mw, and polydispersity, PDI, are calculated using standard formulas and from
the calculated M’s in the distribution and their amplitudes which correspond to number of
diffusing species with a given molecular weight, n, in Equation 4.10 and at least two of these
values are reported for the rest of this chapter.

∑n M
=
∑n
i

Mn

i

i

i

i

Mw

∑n M
=
∑n M
i

2
i

i

i

PDI =

i

Mw
Mn

4.10

i

For uniform, randomly labeled polymers, the average amplitude of fluorescence, Fi, is
proportional to the average number of dyes, nF,i, on the ith molecular weight, Equation 4.11. The
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assumptions made are there is no variation in proportion of labeled monomers with overall
molecular weight, Mi, Equation 4.12, and the dyes have the same quantum efficiency.
Fi ~n F,i

4.11

nF,i ~ M i

4.12

where Mi is the molecular weight of the ith species. The fluorescence intensity is also
proportional to the number of polymers, ni, with Mi, Equation 4.13.
Fi ~ ni

4.13

Combining Equations 4.11-4.13 yields the relationship between the fluorescent intensity and the
combined number of polymers and their molecular weights, Equation 4.14.
Fi ~ni M i ~ ci

4.14

where ci is the mass per volume concentration. The number of polymers is calculated by
dividing the amplitude by its corresponding molecular weight (Fi / Mi).
Figure 4.10 (A)-(F) shows representative FPR detection of FD20 and FD70 in the
different matrix concentrations. The figure has two parts: the label “-1” is the compressed data
used for analysis and “-2” is the CONTIN result. Figure 4.10(A-2) has a single peak (I) in the M
range expected for FD20 with a low PDI but does not resolve two peaks; the one exponential
decay fit agrees with the average from CONTIN, Table 4.3 (discussion later on the discrete
exponential fitting results). The distribution is centered on M ≅ 30,000 close to FD20’s M but
lower than FD70. A higher amount of FD20 can be inferred from the average molecular weight.
The difference factor between the molecular masses is 3.5, which is more than the minimum of
two for a β = 1 which indicates separation should occur. Further analysis is being done with
CONTIN at present to discover if it is the program or the system originating the discrepancy.
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As the concentration of matrix is increased, the peak (I) broadens and shifts to higher M.
A second peak (II) develops at M’s greater than expected, and another below the expected M
range with large error in the amplitudes. The peaks below M = 10,000 are due to CONTIN
attempting to fit the noise as discussed previously. The peak (I) is broadening because CONTIN
is trying to separate two distributions but is having difficulty.
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Table 4.2: Calculated Mw’s and PDI’s of peaks in Figures 4.10 (A)-(F).

Matrix w
No Matrix
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25

MwI / 1000
35 ± 5
38 ± 5
25 ± 6
44 ± 3
51 ± 18
33 ± 7

PDII
1.1 ± 0.1
4.7 ± 0.6
2.2 ± 0.1
2.4 ± 1.3
2.3 ± 0.6
1.7 ± 0.3

MwII / 1000
N/A
1,400 ± 800
1,300 ± 1300
1,700 ± 900
1,600 ± 200
800 ± 200

PDIII
N/A
1.6 ± 0.7
1.5 ±0.1
1.4 ± 0.2
1.4 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.1

CONTIN produces a widely distributed peak encompassing both molecular weights
instead of a result with two peaks due to CONTIN’s statistical analysis calculating this result as
having the best fit to the decay curve. Some detection is observed if the user chooses a different
result from CONTIN. Figure 4.11(A-D) displays representative user chosen results for the
detection of a mixture of FD20 and FD70 in matrix solutions of w = 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25.
The spectra with the best agreement with the discrete fitting results and the best detection of the
two molecular weights were chosen. FD20/FD70 individual molecular weights were not
detected in pure solvent or the w = 0.05 matrix solution so no spectra are displayed.
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Figure 4.11: Representative spectra calculated by CONTIN and chosen by the user showing the
best detection of FD20 and FD70 in a mixture. The weight percent of the matrix
solutions are (A) 0.10 (B) 0.15 (C) 0.20 and (D) 0.25. (Continued)
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The user chosen CONTIN result for the FD20/FD70 mixture diffusing in a w = 0.10 matrix
dextran solution shows three distinguishable peaks. The peaks with weight average molecular
weights of 12,000 and 67,000 are in the expected ranges. The lower molecular weight has about
an approximate difference of 40% and the upper molecular weight is about 3%. At 15% w/w
dextran matrix, three peaks are calculated for the decay profile with Mw’s of 8,000 and 47,000
corresponding to a difference of 60% and 70% referencing to the molecular weights of 20,000
and 70,000. The spectrum at 20% w/w dextran matrix shows two peaks: one with 25,000 and
another with 98,000, which is a difference of 20% and 40%. The matrix solution having a w =
0.25 has a peak at 15,000 and 52,000 corresponding to a 20% and 26% difference. Peaks are
calculated in the lower (M < 10,000) and higher (M > 100,000) molecular weights for the
CONTIN results chosen. Comparing the CONTIN and user chosen spectra illustrates a problem
with CONTIN analysis since the results are different. On average, CONTIN calculates
approximately twelve fits to an FPR curve in which a case can be made to agree with the discrete
fits and the user can argue is the real distribution. Even with the questions on which fitting
solution is the best for detecting the two molecular weight distributions, the matrix does enhance
the accuracy of the measurements.
The effect of the labeled dextran’s polydispersity is another contributing factor leading to
wide molecular weight distributions and large PDI’s. FD20 has a PDI of 1.358 ± 0.015, and
FD70 has a PDI of 1.187 ± 0.008 according to GPC measurements done in our lab (see Chapter
2 for detailed description). The two molecular weight distributions could be overlapping in the
high M for FD20 and low M for FD70 producing a wide distribution result. The peak (II) in the
Figures 4.10 (A)-(F) greater than M = 1,000,000 could be from the fluorescently tagged dextrans
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not being fully dissolved. Aggregates and microgels of undissolved polymers may still be in
solution and CONTIN is able to detect what it perceives to be a high molecular weight species.
A third possibility in the lack of separation using CONTIN originates in the parameters
not being optimized. Further analysis is in progress attempting to narrow the high and low
frequency detection. The “squeezing” of the fitting parameters results in more points in the
desired frequencies. Higher precision estimations of the different molecular weight distributions
can be made from having more gammas available to discern the rate of diffusion.
Table 4.3 displays the discrete values of the molecular weight from discrete exponential
fitting analysis of the FPR generated decay curves. The discreet analysis is able to detect two
different molecular weights diffusing in the matrix. The values of these M’s fall in the range of
the (I) peak measured using CONTIN and are in relative agreement with the measured M’s for
FD20 and FD70. For the binary mixture of FD20 and FD70 in dilute solution, a 1EXP fit the
data the best leading to only one M detected in agreement with CONTIN analysis.

Table 4.3: Results from 1EXP analysis (No Matrix) and 2EXP analysis of FPR measured decay
curves of mixtures of FD20 and FD70 in different matrices. M1 and M2 relate to the
fast and slow modes of diffusion. The percentages indicate the amount each mode
contributes to the decay thus the relative concentration.

Matrix w / %
No Matrix
5
10
15
20
25

M1 / 1000
32 ± 7
21 ± 3
14 ± 2
16 ± 2
23 ± 4
16 ± 3

% M1
N/A
80.5 ± 1.9
71.0 ± 6.3
59.3 ± 8.9
66.1 ± 4.3
51.1 ± 2.1

M2 / 1000
N/A
170 ± 24
94 ± 13
67 ± 7
92 ± 15
56 ± 8

% M2
N/A
19.5 ± 1.9
29.0 ± 6.3
40.7 ± 8.9
33.9 ± 4.3
48.9 ± 2.1

The molecular weight corresponding to the slow diffusion mode, M2, is closer to FD70 and in the
higher matrix concentrations within calculated error. Calculated error is from the errors
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associated with the slope and intercept of the calibration curve and the standard deviation of the
average Γ ’s used to calculate the diffusion coefficient. The really slow mode seen as M >
1,000,000 in CONTIN is not observed for the discrete exponential fitting because fitting a
function with 2 exponentials results in any really fast or slow decay to be absorbed in some
percentage into the more dominant fitted decay rate making 2EXP less sensitive than a
distribution of exponentials. Better characterization of M at higher matrix concentrations is
possibly due to a greater interaction of the higher M with the matrix. The diffusion coefficient of
the higher M is retarded to a greater extent in the presence of matrix than the lower M.
The second system studied is labeled pullulans, FP, (see Chapter 2 for details on labeling)
of molecular weights 380,000 Da, FP380, and 11,800 Da, FP11.8, diffusing through different
dextran matrices. The discrete exponential fitting, 2EXP, and CONTIN results agree for the
mixtures examined; results presented are distributions of Γ from CONTIN converted to M
distributions by the previously described method and averaged as previously described. Figures
4.12 (A)-(D) and Table 4.4 gives the results for the separation of the mixtures of pullulan in a 1:1
ratio. Even the dilute separation result has two peaks. Even though the separation is not baseline
resolved, the average molecular weights and polydispersities can be estimated. As the
concentration of the matrix increases, the detection of the two molecular weights improves. The
FP380’s molecular weight is detected at a lower M than desired. This could be due to the lower
molecular weight’s signal influencing the decay rate of the higher molecular weight detected in
CONTIN. The height of the peaks indicates the two species mixed together are in equal parts for
all of the chromatograms.
The next set of results, Figures 4.13(A)-(D) and Table 4.5, show the detection of a
FP380: FP11.8 mixture with a ratio of 1:3 diffusing in dextran matrix solutions of different
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concentrations. The separation in each matrix solution indicates a higher concentration of
FP11.8, and as matrix concentration increases, detection of FP11.8 improves. The calculated M
for FP380 steadily decreases to a less than expected value as the matrix concentration increases.
The effect of the combination of the decay signals in the FPR can be seen since the low
molecular is present in a higher concentration. The signal from FP11.8’s diffusion dominates the
signal and “corrupts” the signal from FP380 resulting in the higher M appearing to diffuse faster.
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Figure 4.12: CONTIN results from FP380 : FP11.8 mixtures in a 1:1 ratio diffusing through
different dextran matrices: (A) no matrix (B) 5% (C) 10% (D) 15%
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Table 4.4: Average molecular weights calculated from Figure 4.12(A)-(D). FP380 : FP11.8
mixtures in a 1:1 ratio diffusing through different dextran matrices: (A) No matrix (B)
5% (C) 10% (D) 15%.

Matrix w /
%
No Matrix
5
10
15

MwI /
1000
28 ± 8
13 ± 3
12 ± 1
12 ± 2

PDII

Amplitude / %

MwII / 1000

PDIII

Amplitude / %

1.5 ± 1.5
1.1 ± 0.7
1.0 ± 0.3
1.0 ± 0.9

48 ± 4.6
54 ± 1.8
53 ± 3.4
57 ± 4.4

910 ± 170
310 ± 29
226 ± 13
240 ± 30

1.7 ± 0.4
1.05 ± 0.13
1.02 ± 0.08
1.05 ± 0.19

52 ± 4.6
46 ± 1.8
47 ± 3.4
43 ± 4.4
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Figure 4.13: CONTIN results from FP380 : FP11.8 mixtures in a 1:3 ratio diffusing through
different dextran matrices: (A) No matrix (B) 5% (C) 10% (D) 15%
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Table 4.5: Average molecular weights calculated from Figure 4.13(A)-(D). FP380 : FP11.8
mixtures in a 1:3 ratio diffusing through different dextran matrices: (A) No matrix (B)
5% (C) 10% (D) 15%.

Matrix w /
Amplitude /
MwI /
Amplitude /
PDII
MwII / 1000
PDIII
%
%
1000
%
No Matrix 47 ± 26 2.19 ± 1.71
84 ± 1.8
5,000 ± 1,500 2.35 ± 0.71
16 ± 1.8
5
14 ±3 1.18 ± 0.57
76 ± 1.6
326 ± 22
1.08 ± 0.08
24 ± 1.6
10
13 ± 5 1.11 ± 0.50
77 ± 1.5
260 ± 25
1.06 ± 0.11
24 ± 1.5
15
18 ± 6 1.46 ± 0.68
77 ± 0.9
198 ± 20
1.18 ± 0.13
23 ± 0.9
When the mixture of FP380: FP11.8 with a ratio of 3:1 is examined, FPR detects higher
FP380’s concentration in all of the matrices, Figure 4.14(A)-(D) and Table 4.6. Precision in
detecting the FP380’s M is not achieved even though the high molecular weight component has
the higher concentration.. This shows the presence of just a little amount of a faster diffusing
species quickens the diffusion profile of a slower diffuser. As the concentration of the matrix
gets higher, the effect of the lower M on the signal increases shifting the calculated molecular
weight distribution for the higher M to a lower molecular weight.
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Figure 4.14: CONTIN results from FP380 : FP11.8 mixtures in a 3:1 ratio diffusing through
different dextran matrices: (A) no matrix (B) 5% (C) 10% (D) 15% (Continued)
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Table 4.6: Average molecular weights calculated from Figure 4.13(A)-(D). FP380 : FP11.8
mixtures in a 3:1 ratio diffusing through different dextran matrices: (A) No matrix (B)
5% (C) 10% (D) 15%.

Matrix w /
%
No Matrix

MwI / 1000

PDII

19 ± 1

1.48 ± 0.50

Amplitude
/%
35 ± 1.3

MwII / 1000

PDIII

790 ± 90

1.50 ± 0.17

Amplitude /
%
65 ± 1.3

5

10 ± 1

1.10 ± 0.81

32 ± 5.9

310 ± 14

1.02 ± 0.07

68 ± 5.9

10
15

9±1
6±1

1.05 ± 1.20
1.03 ± 0.93

27 ± 4.5
28 ± 2.5

220 ± 10
160 ± 12

1.00 ± 0.09
1.03 ± 0.13

73 ± 4.5
72 ± 2.5

4.6 Summary and Conclusions
Using calibration curves of D vs. M, molecular weight distributions can be calculated
from Γ distributions from FPR diffusion profiles. Simulation data display the strength of FPR as
a screening method to detect M distributions. Separating dextran molecular weight distributions
show the expedient nature of FPR but also point out the need to ensure the solutions are fully
dissolved. Detecting two distributions of labeled pullulan with such a large difference in
molecular weight is easily done with GPC but shows FPR is a viable screening technique to
detect the distributions with different concentrations. Maybe when a polymer is synthesized, a
quick determination of the molecular weight distribution can be made by dissolving the unknown
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in an appropriate matrix and using the previously made calibration plots to obtain the distribution
from diffusion coefficients.
FPR is conceptually appealing as a method to measure molecular weight distributions and
this study is a good beginning to proving FPR as a viable technique. From this preliminary look
at using FPR for polymer characterization, the concept that a matrix helps the separations have
been shown, accurate measurement of diffusing amplitudes are in accordance with expected
values, and the simulations suggest there is more potential than we have yet mined. The data
from the dextran and pullulan systems indicate less noise is needed in measurements, higher β’s
are needed, and stable baselines are required before FPR can be effective as a reliable technique
to measure molelecular weight distributions. The advent of GPC with multidetectors provides
very strong competition since accurate molecular weights can be calculated without making a
calibration curve. Although matrix FPR lacks the problems of GPC methods, it has not produced
results for high resolution detection, but as a screening method where low resolution is ok, it is a
good candidate.
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CHAPTER 5: EFFECT OF LENGTH ON THE DIFFUSION OF A ROD IN
SOLUTION ACROSS THE ISOTROPIC-LYOTROPIC TRANSITION
5.1 Introduction
Semiflexible, rodlike polymers appear throughout nature and in several commercial
systems.196 Most of the industrially important rodlike polymers are processed from concentrated
solutions because of the absence of easily attainable melting temperatures. The stability and
processibility of rodlike polymer solutions depend on the molecular dynamics in the solution.
Dynamics of rodlike polymers have received less attention than random coil polymers, 12,13 but
there is still a substantial body of work.6,34,197 The trend of shear viscosity with concentration is
a striking feature when examining rodlike polymers. Initially, an increase in shear viscosity with
concentration is observed as in random coil polymers until the formation of liquid crystal, LC,
morphology when the shear viscosity drops suddenly.6,198 The viscosity of rods in solution is
related to the rotational diffusion which is coupled with translational diffusion of the rods in
solution.199 The result demonstrating an acceleration in translational diffusion of a poly(γbenzyl-α,L-glutamate), PBLG, rod as the polymer crosses from an isotropic to a lyotropic
solution was published in 1999 by Russo et al.67 In the study, PBLG with a molecular weight of
232,000 g mol-1, denoted PBLG-232, was lightly labeled with fluorescein cadaverine.36 The
labeled PBLG-232, LPBLG-232, was dissolved in pyridine, a good solvent, spanning the
isotropic solution regime into the lyotropic solution regime, where PBLG forms a cholesteric
liquid crystal.67,149,196,200-202 Self-diffusion, DSelf, of LPBLG-232 in solution was measured using
fluorescence photobleaching recovery, FPR, always taking advantage of a particular alignment
of the cholesteric phase when liquid crystalline solutions were measured. That alignment places
the cholesteric screw axis parallel to the microscope axis so that the Grandjean planes spiral
around it resulting in all the horizontal orientations to be equally represented in a thick sample.
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A decrease in DSelf was observed in the isotropic regime agreeing with previous
studies.35,134,135,138,139,147 As the concentration enters the transition region of the phase
diagram148,149 observed from polarized optical microscopy, POM, the authors show two selfdiffusion coefficients at the weight fraction, w, of the transition from the isotropic to liquid
crystal phase. A local maximum in DSelf is measured as w increases. After the maximum is
observed, DSelf decreases because of increased friction. CONTIN analysis203 and gel permeation
chromatography, GPC, data indicate a bimodal molecular weight distribution, MWD, in the
sample which may lead to errors in values reported but the trend is believed to be accurate.
Silica coated boehmite rods are long, rigid rods capable of being dispersed in dimethyl
formamide in contrast to the flexibility of PBLG at higher molecular weights. Dynamic light
scattering and fluorescence photobleaching recovery experiments show the translational
diffusion of rods decrease to approximate 3% of the infinite dilution translational diffusion
coefficient value (D0) when measured in semidilute, isotropic solutions.204 PBLG results in the
same morphological solutions show a decrease to about 10%, which is probably due to the
flexibity inherent in the molecules. Both studies differ from the theoretical prediction that the
translational diffusion coefficient decreases to approximately 50% of D0. Silica coated boehmite
rods form nematic liquid crystals. It has been shown the translational diffusion in the nematic
phase is about 10 times slower than the isotropic phase in a biphasic system of these rods.205
When the isotropic-cholesteric liquid crystal phase boundary is crossed for PBLG, an increase in
the diffusion coefficient is observed which is in contrast to the behavior from the boehmite
rods.206
This study furthers the previous67 by examining the effect PBLG length on the diffusion
across the isotropic-lyotropic phase boundary using FPR. Diffusion data of two molecular
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weights, PBLG-24.6 ( M ≅ 24,600 g mol-1) and -134.5 ( M ≅ 134,500 g mol-1) are added to the
PBLG-232 ( M ≅ 232000 g mol-1) data to compare trends with respect to w. Refer to Table 5.1
for information about the PBLG’s used in this study. Addition of 1 to 2 fluorescein cadaverine
dye groups to the PBLG molecule does not significantly change the molecular weight or
conformation.36 A different labeling procedure first attaches ethanol amine to the PBLG then
react fluorescein isothiocyanate with the free reactive group to yield a similar structure as
fluorescein cadaverine. This method is problematic because the reactive ends of the ethanol
amine can crosslink the PBLG molecules rendering the molecular structure greatly changed.
The lengths of these molecules calculated from the number of residues in the backbone
multiplied by 1.5 Å are approximately 170, 920, and 1600 Å. Using the value 16 Å for the
diameter renders axial ratios of 11, 58, and 100. Flory’s lattice theory predicts weight fractions
of 0.67, 0.17, and 0.10 for the phase transition for PBLG-24.6, -134.5, and -232207 while
Onsager’s mean-field theory predicts phase transition weight fractions of 0.44, 0.09, and 0.05.136
Table 5.1: Characterization of PBLG-24.6 and PBLG-134.5 using GPC-MALLS, plus data from
Ref. 1, 2 and 10. The solvent used as the mobile phase is dimethyl formamide. The
molecular weights are calculated from the peak assumed to represent the
unaggregated sample. Reported Mn, Mw, and PDI are averaged from three different
measurements of the peak with the majority of the sample. It is assumed that labeling
and cleaning of the samples do not significantly change the molecular weight within
measurable limits.

Sample
Company Catalog #
Lot #
Mn / 1000
PBLG-24.6
Synthesized at LSU
22.9 ± 3.6
PBLG-134.5
Sigma
P-5386
121K5100 122.0 ± 14.0
PBLG-232*
Sigma
Unknown Unknown
230
36,67,135
*Data from references

Mw / 1000
27.3 ± 4.0
147.7 ± 6.0
276

PDI
1.4 ± 0.3
1.3 ± 0.1
1.2 (bimodal)

5.2 Experimental Conditions
A “pseudo-solvent” was first made from LPBLG and anhydrous pyridine from Fisher
with a weight percentage of approximately 1%. Solutions of labeled PBLG/ PBLG/ pyridine
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with concentrations greater than 1% were made by first dissolving PBLG with the “pseudosolvent”. An aliquot was removed once the concentrated solution was dissolved by loading it
into a rectangular capillary tube, Vitrocell, with a pathlength of 0.2 mm (see Chapter 2 for
details). The concentrated solution was diluted with the “pseudo-solvent” and the process
repeated. Two to three dilutions were made from one concentrated solution then a new starting
concentrated solution was made. The “pseudo-solvent” was kept dry by storing it over activated
molecular sieves that had been rinsed 5 times with clean anhydrous pyridine to remove dust.
Solutions sealed in Vitrocells “rested” for a minimum of four days before diffusion coefficients
were measured with FPR. Concentrations in the range of semidilute isotropic solutions to
concentrated lyotropic solutions were studied. In the case of PBLG-24.6, liquid crystal droplets
at the phase boundary are not present but a birefringence in the sample is seen and concentrated
solutions do not show the giraffe pattern observed for PBLG previously described (more on this
later).67 On the other hand, PBLG-134.5 forms droplets when the concentrations cross over the
isotropic-liquid crystal phase boundary, Figure 5.2. No special care was taken to separate the
isotropic from the liquid crystal phase before running FPR experiments; thus bleaching occurred
over both states simultaneously for these concentrations in the biphasic regime. No effect on the
signal measured with FPR is observed from the simultaneous bleaching / recovery of the two
phases. When solutions of PBLG-134.5 displayed a giraffe pattern, the projected Ronchi ruling
was centered as best as could be done in the middle of the giraffe pattern (see Figure 5.1). Data
presented for LPBLG-24.6/PBLG-24.6/pyridine and LPBLG-134.5/PBLG134.5/pyridine
systems are the slow mode measured by fitting a two exponential function to the data (detailed
discussion to follow), and the data for DSelf of PBLG-232 is calculated from a 3rd order
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Cumulants fit taken from Russo et al, “Self-Diffusion of a Semiflexible Polymer Measured
Across the Lyotropic Liquid-Crystalline-Phase Boundary”.67
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Screw axis in xy plane
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(A)
(B)
Figure 5.1: (A) Representative giraffe pattern found in concentrated solutions of LPBLG134.5/PBLG-134.5/pyridine (w = 0.252 for this solution). The bar is 10µm.
(B) Schematic representation of the liquid crystal alignment in the giraffe pattern.

250 µm

250 µm

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 5.2: Liquid crystal droplets formed in LPBLG-134.5/PBLG-134.5/pyridine solutions.
The projected grating in FPR grating is not small (A) w = 0.153 and (B) w = 0.147
(C) Schematic representation of projected grating in LC droplet sample. The dotted
circles represent the LC droplets as observed under POM in (A) and (B) but cannot be
seen in the FPR.
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5.3 Data from FPR for LPBLG Diffusing in PBLG
Sample FPR data measured for LPBLG-134.5/PBLG-134.5/Pyridine with w = 0.16
appear in Figure 5.3 (A). The corresponding one exponential, 1EXP, and two exponential,
2EXP, fits appear in Figure 5.3(B) and (C). The 2EXP is a better fit for the data from χ2/N
where N is the number of points of data, the correlation coefficient, and examination of residuals
calculated from the fit of the data and the actual data. The double exponential fitting function
agrees with inverse Laplace transform analysis done by CONTIN (see Chapter 4 for details),
Figure 5.5. The amplitudes of the ILT were converted from arbitrary amplitudes to percentages
by dividing the amplitude associated with a set Γ by the sum of all the amplitudes. Similar to
the previous study, a bimodal diffusion distribution is calculated from the ILT but unlike the
previous study, the fast diffusion mode is from free dye not removed from the sample (more
about this later).
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Figure 5.3: Typical data from FPR and exponential fitting. (A) Compressed data of decay
measured by FPR of LPBLG-134.5/PBLG-134.5/Pyridine w = 0.16. The points
before t = 0 is the prebleach contrast signal measured to establish a reference
baseline. (B) Linear-logarithm (Lin-Log) axis representation of data with a 1EXP
fit. (C) Lin-Log axis representation of data with a 2EXP fit. Residuals are shown
at the bottom of each graph. The Ronchi ruling was set at 50 lines per inch,
magnification 18X, rendering a K value of 583.0 cm-1. (Continued)
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Figure 5.4: Representative ILT performed by CONTIN (I) overlaid with the 2 exponential
function fit (II) of the data. System being studied is the same as in Figure 5.1:
LPBLG-134.5/PBLG-134.5/Pyridine w = 0.16. The K value is the same as in
Figure 5.3.

From the Γ vs. K2 plots, Figure 5.5, the two modes are from different size molecules
diffusing in the sample. The purpose of Γ vs. K2 plots is to ensure the diffusion coefficient
measured at one setting is the same as measured at other settings; a linear relationship with a
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zero intercept confirms the decay mode may be reliably associated with translational diffusion .
If a constant value is seen for Γ plotted in relation to K2, the mode could be rotational in nature
or due to convection or chemical recovery of the bleached dye. Rotational diffusion measured
with FPR is a polarized light experiment where the dye molecules aligned with the polarization
of the light are preferentially bleached.208-218 To follow this type of bleaching and recovery, the
dye molecules are required to be rigidly attached to the polymer under investigation so only the
dyes aligned with the polarization are bleached. As the polymer rotates, a recovery of the
fluorescence intensity is measured and analyzed to obtain the rotational diffusion coefficient.
Light from the lasers used is automatically polarized but the fluorescein cadaverine attached to
the PBLG molecules in this study have 8 groups between the rod and the dye allowing for a large
degree of freedom in position. The possibility of being able to detect the bleaching and recovery
of aligned and unaligned dye molecules seems remote with fluorescein cadaverine. The slow
diffuser from 2EXP agrees with the diffusion coefficient from the 1EXP within experimental
error, Figure 5.6(A) and (B). The fast diffusion coefficient is believed to be dye molecules left in
the solution because the fast mode’s DSelf is in the range of small molecule diffusion observed in
the DSelf vs. w plots, Figure 5.6. The fast mode in LPBLG-24.6/PBLG-24.6/pyridine accounts
for 40 ± 20% and the slow mode is 60 ± 20% over the range of concentrations. The fast mode in
LPBLG-134.5/PBLG-13.4/pyridine accounts for 44 ± 9% and the slow mode is 56 ± 9%.
This study observes two decays as the Russo et al study did in 1999. The difference
stems from the second mode in the previous study being attributed to a bimodal polymer
distribution seen from the gel permeation chromatography coupled with a multiangle laser light
scattering, GPC-MALLS, data in that study. The second mode in this study is attributed to left
over free dye in the sample. GPC-MALLS data were collected at room temperature using
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dimethyl formamide as the solvent sparged with nitrogen gas, Figure 5.7. Chromatograms
display a large light scattering peak with a nearly indistinguishable peak from the differential
refractive index detector, DRI, at approximately 12 mL of eluded solvent.
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Figure 5.5: Representative Γ vs. K2 plots for (A)LPBLG-24.6 (w = 0.056) and (B) LPBLG134.5 (w = 0.011) in pyridine measured by FPR. Both samples are well in the dilute
solution regime therefore isotropic.
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Figure 5.6: 1EXP and 2EXP diffusion coefficients as a function of weight fraction for (A)
LPBLG-24.6/PBLG-24.6/pyridine and (B) LPBLG-134.5/PBLG-134.5/pyridine.
The black data represent 1EXP, red data represent the fast mode from 2EXP, and
blue data represent the slow mode from 2EXP analysis. Notice the agreement
between the 1EXP fit and the slow mode of the 2EXP fit.
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This is attributed to aggregation from moisture absorbed in the solvent. Another MALLS peak
with an appreciable DRI peak is observed at an eluded volume of approximately 17 mL believed
to be the PBLG sample measured. Calculated Mn, Mw, and PDI values from GPC-MALLS are
presented in Table 5.1; a change in the reported values is not observed for labeled analogs of the
PBLG’s labeled for this study. Lightly labeling PBLG molecules with fluorescein cadaverine
does not affect the structural morphology of the molecule.36 Better characterization is suggested
before the data are sent for publication. This may require even greater care to maintain the
solvent in a dry state, higher temperatures, or a different solvent, such as chloroform/formamide.
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Figure 5.7: Representative GPC-MALLS data at the scattering angle of 90º (black) and the
differential refractive index detector (blue). (A) PBLG-24.6 (B) PBLG-134.5 The
inset is a blow up of the area boxed in on the main graph representing what is thought
to be the real molecular weight distribution of the sample.

5.4 Diffusion of LPBLG Across the Isotropic-Lyotropic Phase Transition for
Different Lengths
A comparison of the change of DSelf with w for the different sizes of PBLG is examined
in Figure 5.8. For each PBLG length studied a decrease in the PBLG diffusion greater than 50%
expected from the Doi-Edwards model is observed in semidilute solutions.6 DSelf for PBLG24.6 decreases to approximately 1%, PBLG-134.5 and PBLG-232 approximately 10% of D0.219
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The low weight percent data not shown for agrees with data published by Bu and Russo and is
not the focus of this study.36 Data about the diffusion of PBLG in dilute and semidilute
solutions indicate a decline in diffusion coefficients to an approximate value of 10-15% D0 for
PBLG samples with similar molecular weights. The concept of diffusion decreases to 50% D0 in
semidilute solutions stems from the central idea that rods are infinitely thin and absolutely rigid.6
For PBLG, the rod is not infinitely thin (radius approximately equals 16 Å) and it is only
semirigid. It is thought that PBLG’s diffusion coefficient declines in semidilute solutions
because topological constraints hinder the rotation of the rod-like molecules. One can think of
this as the molecule attempting to rotate on its center but colliding with a neighbor, stopping
rotation in that direction.
The trend observed for DSelf vs. w complies with previous data36,152 except for the case of
PBLG-24.6 which decreases to a value below the 10% found in that study. Discrepancy between
the observed trends could be from unusual morphological behavior of PBLG-24.6. From POM
pictures, PBLG-24.6 does not form a cholesteric LC but a nematic, smectic, or hexagonal LC.220222

Birefringence is observed when the solution’s concentration crosses into the isotropic-LC

transition zone, but a conspicuous absence of the usually present liquid crystal spherulites is
noted, Figure 5.9. In concentrated solutions of PBLG-24.6, the giraffe pattern indicative of a
cholesteric phase is missing. Possible reasons for the unusual behavior could be: (1) the chimney
region of the phase diagram for this molecular weight could be very small and the study missed
the formation of the liquid crystal droplets despite the small changes in concentration; (2) the
short length of the molecules could cause the PBLG to automatically align when the lyotropic
phase boundary is crossed into a smectic or nematic liquid crystal phase; and (3) end effects may
which may cause spherulites not to form. As the concentration of PBLG-24600 crosses that of
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the isotropic-lyotropic transition, the increase in DSelf observed with the larger molecules is
absent. The lines on the graph in Figure 4.3 indicate the first concentration birefringence is
observed when viewed through a cross-polarized microscope indicating alignment of the
molecules.
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Figure 5.8: DSelf from the slow mode of 2EXP of LPBLG-24.6/PBLG-24.6/pyridine (black) and
LPBLG-134.5/PBLG-134.5/pyridine (red) and DSelf from 3rd order Cumulants of
LPBLG-232/pyridine (blue) across the isotropic-lyotropic phase transition. The
lines indicate where the observed transition occurs when examined under a crosspolarized microscope and the arrows indicate D0.

A peak in DSelf is seen in systems of PBLG-134.5 and PBLG-232 and can be seen in
Figure 5.10 where the two systems are emphasized. Russo et al. stated the observed phase
boundary had two diffusion coefficients present because of the two phases present at the
boundary. The bimodal MWD observed in that study for PBLG-232 may have caused the two
diffusion coefficients to be observed. The error bars on the slow diffusion value indicate a large
range of diffusion coefficients that are possible even overlapping the fast diffusion coefficient.
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100 µm

100 µm

(A)
(B)
Figure 5.9: Representative polarized optical microscopy pictures of LPBLG-24.6/PBLG24.6/pyridine (A) w = 0.428 and (B) w = 0.327 The bar under each picture gives a
reference for size.
From observations done with a cross-polarized microscope, a revision on the phase boundary is
made for this study shifting it to w = 0.115 for PBLG-232 (a difference of approximately
w=0.02) and setting it at w = 0.142 for PBLG-134500. At the POM observed phase boundary,

the diffusion coefficient begins to accelerate corresponding to alignment in the molecules. The
transition is explained as an increase in the entropy of the system at φA. The increase in entropy
leads to an increase in DSelf because of the extra energy and less constrained conditions the
molecules experience resulting in a decrease in the friction molecules experience from each other
allowing easier slippage past each other. As the entropy increases through the transition zone,
more alignment is observed manifesting an increase in the diffusion coefficient. The increase in
DSelf vs. w plot, Figure 4.4, is from the increase in entropy to the point when the solutions

become totally aligned. Beyond the LC transition, crowding of the molecules begin to dominate
the interactions leading to the decrease in the diffusion coefficient as w increases. The molecules
may become lightly enmeshed with each other because flexibility allows them to overlap each
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other “like the crossing of fingers for good luck”.67 This is more speculation than fact at this
time; mere proximity effects could also be responsible for the decrease in D with w. Another
possible factor could be chain ends not in the helix conformation.
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Figure 5.10: A close look at the self-diffusion of labeled PBLG through PBLG matrix dissolved
in pyridine across the isotropic-lyotropic phase transition. The vertical lines
indicate where the observed transition occurs when examined under a crosspolarized microscope and the arrows indicate D0. Black is PBLG-134.5 and blue is
PBLG-232. The connecting lines are present to assist in following the data. The
data for PBLG-134.5 is from the slow mode of a 2EXP, and data for PBLG-232 is
from a 3rd Cumulants fit.

5.5 Conclusion
The effect of the rod length on self-diffusion across the isotropic-LC phase transition has
been examined by comparing DSelf vs. w for PBLG-24.6, PBLG-134.5, and PBLG-232. PBLG134.5 and PBLG-232 display the same behavior while PBLG-24.6 does not. Polarized optical
microscopy alludes to a different liquid crystal phase forming and also the absence of a transition
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zone because no LC droplets are formed. The diffusion coefficient decreases for PBLG’s in the
range of persistence length to a value approximately 10% of D0. For PBLG with a length smaller
than the persistence length, the diffusion coefficient decreases to a value approximately 1% of
D0. Small angle x-ray scattering experiments would be able to shine some light on the phase

issue. Another questionable point in the study is the characterization by GPC-MALLS done for
the study. Repeating the characterization under the driest conditions possible or elevated
temperatures so the PBLG does not aggregate is a must for the best comparison.
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND FUTURE STUDIES
6.1 Polymer Molecular Weight Characterization by Diffusion
Using principles relating diffusion to molecular weight, a method to characterize the
molecular weight of a polymer sample using its movement in solution has been developed. The
improvement over other experiments using diffusion to characterize molecular weight is the
introduction of a matrix which increases the difference in diffusion for identical molecular
weights. The matrix solutions were made from dextran of approximately 2,000,000 Da at
concentrations in the range of 5 to 25% by weight. Diffusion of labeled dextran and pullulan
probes through dextran matrices indicate semidilute solutions. Bulk solution properties display
the semidilute nature of the matrices. SAXS data coupled with scaling concepts introduced by
de Gennes indicate semidilute solutions are present but not concentrated solutions.
Simulations of FPR data in entangled solutions indicate separation of molecular weights
is feasible using matrix solutions. FPR data analyzed with inverse Laplace transform algorithms
render the most information about the diffusion of the sample. Simulation data display the
strength of FPR as a screening method to detect M distributions. Separating dextran molecular
weight distributions show the expedient nature of FPR but also point out the need to ensure the
solutions are fully dissolved. Detecting two distributions of labeled pullulan with such a large
difference in molecular weight is easily done with GPC but shows FPR is a viable screening
technique to detect the distributions with different concentrations.
This study is a good start to proving FPR as a viable technique to determine molecular
weight distributions but more systems need to be attempted to realize the full capability. From
this preliminary look at using FPR for polymer characterization, the concept that a matrix helps
the separations have been shown, accurate measurement of diffusing amplitudes are in
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accordance with expected values, and the simulations suggest there is more potential than we
have yet mined. The ultimate system is a miniaturized FPR with corresponding software
package that can be sold as a method to expeditiously determine the molecular weight
distribution of your polymer.

6.2 Future Studies of Characterizing Polymers with Diffusion
Obtaining a matrix solution in the entangled regime is important for further research.
Switching to synthetic polymers that dissolve in aqueous solutions might be helpful but getting
away from dextran and branching polymers is a definite must. A possible matrix polymer is
hydroxypropyl cellulose which forms a stiff gel in aqueous solutions. Simulations for two more
solution conditions have to be accomplished to help determine limits of separation of polymers
in solution; they are the dilute regime where D ∝ M −0.5 and D ∝ M −1 representing a semidilute
solution. These might lead to answers for some questions about the present study. A true test is
needed and can be accomplished by characterizing the a series of molecular weights using
fluorescence photobleaching recovery, gel permeation chromatography, analytical
ultracentrifugation, static light scattering, and, if possible, mass spectrometry. The series of
samples should include low (≤ 50,000 Da), medium (50,000 – 200,000 Da), high (200,000 –
1,000,000 Da), and ultra high (≥ 1,000,000 Da) molecular weights and comparisons and
contrasts between all methods explored.

6.3 Diffusion of PBLG with Different Lengths Across the Isotropic-Lyotropic
Phase Transition
The effect of the rod length on self-diffusion across the isotropic-LC phase transition has
been examined by comparing DSelf vs. w for PBLG-24.6, PBLG-134.5, and PBLG-232. PBLG134.5 and PBLG-232 display the same behavior while PBLG-24.6 does not. Polarized optical
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microscopy alludes to a different liquid crystal phase forming and also the absence of a transition
zone because no LC droplets are formed. The diffusion coefficient decreases for PBLG’s in the
range of persistence length to a value approximately 10% of D0. For PBLG with a length smaller
than the persistence length, the diffusion coefficient decreases to a value approximately 1% of
D0. Small angle x-ray scattering experiments would be able to shine some light on the phase

issue. Another questionable point in the study is the characterization by GPC-MALLS done for
the study. Repeating the characterization under the driest conditions possible or elevated
temperatures so the PBLG does not aggregate is a must for the best comparison

6.4 Future Studies with Poly(γ-benzyl-α,L-glutamate)
Continuing with the model of PBLG as a molecular semiflexible rod, studies on how the
surroundings effect diffusion are ongoing. The surroundings of the rod will change from being
the same length of rods to different length of rods which may answer questions on entanglement
of rods but also may allude to pretransitional phases discussed in papers by Tang recently
discovered.223-227 Direct measurements of parallel and perpendicular diffusion may be possible
with FPR after PBLG molecules at concentrations in the liquid crystal regime are aligned with a
magnetic field. Overlaying these results with diffusion data for solutions at equilibrium in the
lyotropic regime may confirm the long held belief rod diffusion is dominated along the backbone
of the polymer and not perpendicular to it. These studies will add to the growing list of
experimental evidence on rod behavior in solution but still will not equal the amount of work
done with random coil polymers.
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